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Sports

Local News

Near perfect
Haskins sweeps to repeat
regional championship
See page 8

-I

Day of disappointment

One more time

Area teams suffer through
sectional track meet

Candidates, voting precincts
listed for the voters' review

See page 8
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Thunderstorms

. „ .....

Tonight: A 50 percent chance
of additional evening thunderstorms... Otherwise decreasing
cloudiness. Low around 60.
Light wind.
Tuesday: Partly cloudy and
warm. High 80 to 85.

GOLD AWARD WINNER

Peggy Billington
DES director

WORLD — NATIONAL
JERUSALEM — In raids during the curfew in the occupied Gaza
Strip, troops detained more than 250 Palestinian militants in the biggest search-and -seize operation since the uprising began, military officials reported.
WASHINGTON — House Speaker Jim Wright's televised defense
against ethics charges this week will be that the rules were changed in
mid-stream, but even his own lawyers give him less than an even
chance of winning quick dismissal of the case.
NEW YORK — Americans would accept an array of encroachments
on their lives to help clean up the environment, such as a ban on aerosol cans and mandatory household recycling, a poll has found.
WASHINGTON — The platform of the Washington subway station
is crowded and former Sen. William Proxmire is striding so rapidly
through the cavernous space that he could almost be said to be
running.

STATE

BEIJING (AP) — In a stinging
blow to Premier Li Peng, more
than 100 top military officers
signed a letter today opposing his
declaration of martial law in Beijing, saying the army "will never
shoot the people," sources said.
State-run television also quoted
an officer as saying he had been
told to withdraw his troops because
of widespread popular resistance.
In central Tiananmen Square, the
roughly 45,000 student motesters
the troops had been ordered to disperse savored their latest victory
after hundreds of thousands of peo-
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LONDON — The dollar
surged in heavy European trading this morning and gold prices
fell as much as $6.50 an ounce.
The dollar climbed above the
key psychological barrier of
2.00 Deutsche marks for the
first time since Dec. 19, 1986,
and gained 4 cents against the
British pound.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
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attack, earthquake, chemical spill,
severe storm or tornado.
The DES office has set up a control center in the City Council
chambers in City Hall and is
responsible for periodically performing disaster emergency drills
to coordinate all emergency services in the county in case of a real
emergency. Billington said.
"Peggy and her people, and I
want to emphasize people, have
done a terrific job in making this
county a safer place," according to
county judge/executive George
Weaks. "If we need help, they'll be
there."

pie again mired troop convoys with
roadblocks.
For a second night, masses of
city residents had stymied the
army, jamming major roads with
public buses, trucks and garbage
cans.
Students and citizens defiantly
vowed to continue their struggle
until Li and senior leader Deng
Xiaoping resign. Many people
believe Li acted on Deng's orders.
.The people mobilization was a
severe blow to Li, whose declaration of martial law in the capital on
Saturday has apparently backfired

and strengthened popular support
for a 10-day pro-democracy protest
in the square.
The letter, sent to the People's
Daily newspaper, mouthpiece of
the ruling Communist Party, was a
further blow.
Seven well-known military figures, including former Defense
Minister Zhang Aiping and former
People's Liberation Army Chief of
Staff Yang Dezhi, wrote the letter,
a source at the People's Daily said.
"As old soldiers we have the
following demands," the letter
said. -The People's Liberation

Army belongs to the people. It cannot confront the people, even more
so it cannot suppress the people
and it will never shoot the people."
"To keep the situation from
worsening, the army cannot enter
the city," it said. The leuer was
signed by 100 other officers, said
another source.
The letter and the inability to
remove the students from the
square called into question Li's
hold on power and ability to control the army. which has yet to
(Cont'd on page 2)

Bush advice to demonstrators cautious

SPORTS
INGLE WOOD, Calif. — Everyone knows what the Los Angeles
Lakers can do with Magic Johnson in the lineup. Now everyone —
including the Phoenix Suns — knows what the Lakers can do without
him.
NEW YORK — Psst. Hey buddy, want to trade for a tOsh NBA
draft pick? With no obvious superstar in the draft and virtually every
team in the NBA Lottery carrying a roster filled with young players,
some serious trade talks could adjust the draft order before June 27.
MONTREAL — The Flames finally found their first strike capability. The Canadiens were second best the rest of the way.
BALTIMORE — Around the final turn they came as one, the sound
of eight hooves pounding the din in rhythm to -the din of 90,000
voices, raised to what probably was the greatest Preakness ever run.

Calloway County's Disaster
Emergency Services office has
been chosen number one in the
seven-county Area One for community service in emergency
preparedness.
The award, passed down by DES
area coordinator Bob Carrico May
15, was based on the office's performance during the 1989 Severe
Storms Awareness Week March
4-11
"In looking at the results,"
according to Carrico's letter to

DES director Peggy Billington, "it
is very clear your Disaster and
Emergency Services program
efforts are well deserving of
recognition."
The award does" not niein that
the county ranks higher than other
counties in emergency services but
serves as a mark of excellence for
good work, Billington said.
"This award shows that their are
truly hard working people involved
with DES in the county," according
to Billington, who said her office
has 20 volunteers ready on call to
assist DES personnel in case of an
emergency such as flood, nuclear

Top military officers oppose martial law order

OWENSBORO — This western Kentucky city already calls itself
the Barbecue Capital of the World and now it's aiming to become a
showplace for bluegrass music as well.
TRACE — Killing Japanese was about the only thought on David J.
Manalang's mind when he tagged along with American invasion troops
on the island of Luzon in the Philippines back in 1944.
BEREA — Black Appalachians, among the poorest groups in the
country, have a median income about half that of whites in the region,
an educator said.
LOUISVILLE -.--- The next legislative session will likely include an
attempt by opponents of corporal punishment in public schools to have
the practice banned by law, but they'll have to get by stateSen. Nelson
Allen.
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President Bush
Cautious on advice

Brummal will
assume duties
as postmaster
at New Concord
Cheryl Brummal, a three-year
postal veteran, has been named
Postmaster at New Concord. She
will be installed on Wednesday,
May 24, 1989, at 1 p.m. at the New
Concord Post Office. The appointment was announced today by
Edward Hayes, sectional center
manager/postmaster in Evansville,
Ind.
Brummal began her career as a
part-time flexible clerk at the
Owensboro Post Office, Since that
time, she has served as part-time
flexible window clerk in Owensboro, distribution clerk in Owensboro, and an officer in charge at
Beech Grove.
She is a native of Clinton. She
received a Bachelor's Degree in
journalism from Murray State Univeristy. Brummal is an active member of the National Association of
Postmasters of the United States,
the American Postal Workers
Union and the Murray State University alumni association. She was
named 1986 Outstanding Young
Woman of the Year and has been
honored as a Kentucky Colonel.
Brummal succeeds Tim Graves,
who retired in March 1989. The
New Concord Post Office serves 94
Post Office box customers and a
delivery population of 319. The
office operates with 2 employees.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush is encouraging demon
strators in China to "stand up for
what you believe" and urging the
Communist authorities to exercise
restraint, saying he hopes prodemocracy protests do not result in
bloodshed.
"I would urge the government to
be as forthcoming as possible in
order to see more democratization
and to see a peaceful resolution of
this matter," Bush said Sunday.
"We do support freedom of
speech, freedom of assembly, freedom of the press and clearly we
support democracy," the president

said at a news conference in Boston with French President Francois
Mitterrand.
The two leaders received honorary degrees and delivered commencement remarks at Boston University. Afterward, Bush returned
to the White House and Mitterrand
flew to Paris.
Bush's comments came as prodemocracy students occupied Tiananmen Square in Beijing in violation of martial law for a third day.
Despite repeated rumors of an
imminent military crackdown, the
Chinese army had not moved to
evict the protesters.

Bush, who served as U.S. envoy
to China in 1974-1975, said, "I
think this perhaps is a time for caution because we aspire to see the
Chinese people have democracy."
He said he did not want to
"exhort in a way that is going to
stir up a military confrontation.''
Bush said it would not be appropriate for the leader of the United
States to tell the demonstrators
-exactly what their course of
action should be."
However, he said he hoped the
students would follow a peaceful
(Cont'd on page 2)

Getting ready

National Scouting Museum Curator of Collections David Conzett prepares materials for
the museum's
latest exhibit of Boy Scout memorabilia, the Harry D. Thorsen Collection. Located on the campus
of Murray State University, the museum opens for the summer season June 1.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson underwent
surgery today to get rid of a stubborn infection and was resting
comfortably afterward, his press
secretary, Doug Alexander said.

he surgery was to rernove and
drain an abscess caused by a urinary tract infection that hospitalized
the governor in Florida last month,
Alexander said.
Wilkinson received a regional

anesthetic and remained awake
through the procedure, which two
Frankfort urologists performed in 1
hour and 15 minutes, Alexander
iCont'd on pore 2)
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Midwest hazardous waste consortium held
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=Association

22, 1989

About 40 trainers representing
six states were on the campus of
Murray State University for the
first annual Midwest Consortium
for Hazardous Waste Worker
Training May 17-19.
Titled "Train-the-Trainer," the
conference provided participants
with an opportunity to exchange
information on curriculum, teaching techniques and equipment.
Universities represented besides
Murray State were the University
of Michigan, the University of
Kentucky. University of Cincinnati,

Murray State
to test sirens
at 10 a.m. on
Tuesday, May 23

University of Illinois, Michigan
State University, Purdue University, University of Wisconsin and
Lakeshore Technical College of
Wisconsin.
Trainers also attended from the
Southeastern Michigan Coalition
for Occupational Safety an Health
and the Greater Cincinnati Occupational Safety and Health Center.
Dr. Carol Rice, a professor in the
University of Cincinnati Department of Environmental Health and
the consortium director, addressed
the conference on Wednesday.

Governor...

(Cont'd from page 1)
said.
The governor is expected to
spend two to four days at King's
Sirens at Murray State Universi- Daughters Memorial Hospital,
ty which are used for weather alerts which is a normal recuperation perwill be tested at 10 a.m. Tuesday, iod after such an operation, AleMay 23, to make certain the system xander said.
The surgery was performed by
is in good operating order.
Joe Green, associate director in Drs. John Patterson and Willett
the Public Safety Department on Rush, and there were no complicathe campus, said the system is acti- tions, Alexander said.
Wilkinson was hospitalized in
vated periodically as a test. The
system consists of sirens atop Fort Lauderdale, Fla. last month for
a week with epididymitis, an acute
Springer and Woods Halls.
"We want to be sure the system inflammation of a sperm duct, and
is in good working condition in the orchitis, which affects the testes.
event we need it for an emergen- He was admitted to the Frankfort
cy," he explained. "Our policy is to hospital about 9 p.m. EDT Sunday
advise the public in advance when and the surgery took place about 7
a.m. today.
such a test is planned."

A MESSAGE FROM

REX CAMP

RE-ELECT

CANDIDATE
FOR

Calloway County Jailer
#6 on the Ballot
Hello, to all my friends in Calloway
County. My wife, Dorthy, and I have
been all over Murray and Calloway,
County asking for your support of my
candidacy for1
jailer. We have met so
many great _p ple! I know we were
unable to see everyone personally, but
my message is simple, I need your support and vote on May 23rd to be elected as
your nextjailer. I am committed to being
the bestjailer in the state. I want to serve
the people of Calloway County.
Sincerely,
REX CAMP
Candidate for JAILER
Paid for by Candidate

Read the want ads daily

Merritt M. Lake is the director
and Jerry Mansfield the coordinator
of the hazardous waste training
program in the Department of
Occupational Safety and Health at
Murray State.
"The meeting on our campus
provided an opportunity for some
of the finest university in the country to share training concepts,"
Lake said. "We also displayed our
state-of-the-art facility and equipment to the other universities."
He added that the West
McCracken County Fire Depart-

MAGISTRATE - DISTRICT 2

--STEVE LAX CHECK LIST-1 Experience
0'Proven Record
CT Knowledge of Calloway County
2' Dedicated - works hard for District 2

--GOALS-a'Better fire protection for the county
3'Waste Disposal for all the county
3'Better Roads with quick repair

THINK Before You
Make A Choice
Paid for by Candidate

‘,

EXPERIENCED
QUALIFIED
FAIR
PROVEN

The Midwest Consortium is an
organization which receives support from the U.S. Public Health
Service for training workers and
emergency response personnel to
meet the safety standards of the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA). Murray
State assisted in the organization of
the consortium in 1987.

Bush...
(Cont'd from page 1)
course and "continue to fight for
what you believe in, stand up for
what you believe in — but beyond
that I cannot go."
Former Secretary of State Heny
A. Kissinger and other U.S. experts
on Sunday endorsed the moderate
course pursued by the Bush
administration.
Emphasizing hopes for avoiding
bloodshed, Bush said, "We revere
the model of Martin Luther King in
this country for his peaceful protest
and so I might suggest a familiarization with that for the people in
China."
King, an apostle of nonviolence,
led the civil rights movement in the
United States in the 1950s and
1960s. He was assassinated in 1968
in Memphis wherete was lending
support to a garbage workers'
strike.
"I don't want to be gratuitous in
giving advice," Bush said, "but I
would encourage restraint. I do not
want to see bloodshed "
He said it would be "sound
advice" for students and workers
to adopt "peaceful means of effecting change."
"I think that the president is
saying just about all that can be
said," Kissinger said on ate ABCTV program "This Week with
David Brinkley."
"We do not want to incite to
riot, partly because the consequences are unforeseeable in human
terms, but also partly in terms of
hardheaded American foreign interest," said Kissinger, stressing that
anarchy in China would be bad for
America.
"From a foreign policy point of
view, we Americans ought to consider that if China leaves the game
for a while because of domestic
turmoil, it increases Soviet freedom
of maneuver to a remarkable
extent," he said.
Winston Lord, U.S. ambassador
to Beijing in the Reagan administration, said Bush administration
officials were "appealing to the
authorities for restraint, and ... they
have made clear they are on the
side of the students and political
reforms." He spoke on the NBCTV program "Meet the Press."
During his news conference with
Mitterand, Bush also expressed
optimism that a rift within NATO
over short-range European missiles
could be bridged before next
week's summit of alliance leaders.

VOTE FOR A PROVEN RECORD
,

merit's Hazardous Materials Unit
made its response vehicle available
on one day as a demonstration for
the trainers.

Li" PROVEN experience as a property appraiser.
L' PROVEN experience in public office administration.
pi PROVEN fairness as a public servant.
a PROVEN honesty as an elected public official.
ar PROVEN integrity as a state office administrator.
13' PROVEN knowledge of legislative and lobbying procedures
in
Frankfort for your interest.
ar PROVEN cooperation with city and county officials.
LI PROVEN worker FOR the taxpayers as state
representative by
sponsoring legislation that removed the sales tax on
staple
groceries and prescription medicine AND created the Homes
tead
Exemption Act, which this year allows an $18,400 exemp
tion for
those over 65 years old or those fully disabled.

ELECT

Order...
(Cont'd from page 1)
move against the protesters.
Liu Binyan, a well-known Chinese reporter, claimed several Chinese provinces and eight government ministries, including the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, are
refusing to support Li's government. Liu made his remarks in
Missoula, Mont., to a group of
Chinese students. His claims could
not be independently confirmed.
The Communist government has
not announced any resignations as
a result of the crisis, although sources have reported that party head
Zhao Ziyang offered to resign. The
reform-minded Zhao has expressed
clear sympathy with the students'
aims.
Television news today quoted
one military officer deployed outside the city as saying he had been
ordered to turn back his convoy,
"but we can't move," apparently
because of swarms of people
around it.
"We've got no food, no water,
no blankets. But what we can't
swallow is the wrongly placed
blame" of creating the confrontation, the officer said.
The TV film showed a young
boy giving water to a smiling soldier armed with an AK-47 rifle
while hundreds of people surrounded the military vehicles.
On the square, the country's
symbolic center of power, many
students slept after a tense night of
waiting for a military attack.
Others sang and danced, while
some helped truck away garbage
that had accumulated since the students began occupying the square
May 13.
The students are demanding a
dialogue with the government and
democratic reforms including a free
press and an end to official
corruption.
During Mikhail S. Gorbachev's
visit last week, more than a million
people flooded the city center for
two days in support of student
hunger-strikers in the square. The
weeklong hunger strike ended
Saturday.

Fire department
responds to calls;
wrecks reported
The Murray Fire Department
responded to numerous calls over
the weekend, according to information from the Code Enforcement
division.
On Friday at 3:05 a.m., there
was a wreck on Ky. 121 South. The
Fire Department had to remove the
right door on the vehicle to get the
victim out. Also on Friday at 12:50
p.m., the fire department assisted a
helicopter over Stewart Stadium.
On Saturday at 8:23 p.m., a
wreck occurred at Faxon Road and
Hwy. 1346. The Jaws of Life were
used to free one victim. Four people were taken to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. One was later
transferred to Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah and is in intensive
care. The fire department assisted
the ambulance personnel and drove
one ambulance back to town.
On Sunday at 4:56 p.m., there
was a grass fire at Whitnell and
Glendale. The fire was extinguished with water and apparatus
tank.
•
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* Comi)lete Machine Shop
* Computerized Tune-Up
Test Machine
* Muffler Shop

COMPLETE
AUTO REPAIR
OF MURRAY,
INC.

KENNETH C. IMES
Property Valuation Administrator

514 S. 12th St.
753-8868
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A quick review of candidates for local offices
The race for the four-year county
offices of coroner, judge/executive,
county clerk, county attorney, sheriff, jailer, property valuation administrator and the four county
magistrates are now set for tomorrow's primary election, according
to county clerk Teresa Rushing.
Also on the ballot are the candidates for Murray mayor. The top
two vote-getters in that race will go
head to head for the position in the
November election.

race 01-24-89);
— Ron Christopher, 205 S. 6th,
Murray;
— David L. Harrington, Box 921,
Murray;
— Robert 0. Miller, 101 S. 5th,
Murray;
Running for sheriff are:
— Max Dowdy, Route 6, Murray;
— J.D. Williams, 1512 Storey,
Murray;
— Charles A. Stephenson, 919 N.
4th, Murray;

Running for Murray mayor are:
— Bill Cherry, 722 Fairlane,
Murray;
b"— William Gregory Lawson, 1002
Glendale Rd., Murray;
— F. T. "Butch" Seargent, 602
Main St., Murray;
— George Ed "Pete" Waldrop,
1319 Olive Blvd., Murray;

Running for jailer are:
— Jerry C. Jones, Route 2, Murray;
— Pat M. Paschall, Route 1, Almo;
— William "Bill" Bailey, 1705
Wells Ext. Murray;
— James K. Parker, 303 S. 11th,
Murray;
— Roger D. Colson, Box 61.
Almo;
— Rex Camp, 909 Johnny Robertson Road, Murray;
— Ronny Gardner, 821 S. 4th,
Murray;
— Joe E. Thornton, 2112 Coldwater Road, Murray;

Running for coroner are:
— Johnny Miller, 311 N. 4th,
Murray;
— Ricky Edwards, 1307 Vine,
Murray;
— Bill "Popeye" Parker, Fox Meadows, Murray;
Running for judge-executive
are:
— Donny Buchanan, Route 6,
Murray;
— George H. Weaks, 211 S. 15th,
Murray;
— Jim Kelly, Route 3, Murray;
— Billy R. Miller, 303 N. 10th,
Murray;
Running for county attorney
are:
— Mark Blankenship, 806 Olive,
Murray; (name withdrawn from

— Terry Bogard, Route 6, Murray;
Running for magistrate in District 2 are.
— Steve Lax, Box 24, New
Concord;
— Bill Etherton, Box 871, Murray;
— Henry A. Buchanan, Route 4,
Murray:
— Ted A. Hale, Route 8, Murray;
— Jane C. Stokes, Route 6,
Murray;
— Joe Edd Boyd, Box 856,
Murray;

RE-ELECT
Running for magistrate in District 3 are:
— Bobby Stubblefield, Route 4,
Murray;
— Ralph Bogard, 2200 Edinborough Drive, Murray;
— Richard Whited, 1702 Martin
Chapel Road, Murray;
Running for magistrate in District 4 are:
— Dan Miller, Route 1, Murray;
— Walter Clay Wyatt, Route 1,
Kirksey;

WEAKS
County Judge Executive
May Primary

Murray No. 1 — Courthouse, 5th Street;
Murray No. 2 — City Hall, 5th Street;
Murray No. 3 — Murray Middle School, 801 Main;
Murray No. 4 — Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, U.S. 641 South;
Murray No. 5 — MSU Field House, 14th Street;
Murray No. 6— Special Education Building, 16th Street;
Murray No. 7,—. Robertson School, Broach Street;
Murray No. 8 — Vocational School, Sycamore Street;
Murray No. 9 Army Reserve Building, Center Drive;
Murray No. 10 — Navy Recruiting Office, Bel-Air Center;
Murray No. II — Christian Community Church, Glendale & 16th;
Almo — Kountry Korner, Almo;
Calloway — Calloway County High School, College Farm Road:
Cherry Corner — Cherry Corner Baptist Church, Route 5;
Clayton Creek — East Elementary School, Route 6;
Coldwater — Coldwater Church of Christ, Route 1;
Dexter — Dexter Community Center, Dexter;
Faxon — Burkeen's Grocery, Kentucky 94 East;
Harris Grove — Southwest Elementary School, Route 7;
Hazel — Hazel City Hall, Hazel;
Jackson — Kirksey Woodman of the World Building, Kirksey;
KIrksey — Kirksey Woodman of the World Building, Kirksey;
Lynn Grove — Deanie's Hair Care, Lynn Grove;
New Concord — New Concord Church of Christ, New Concord;
Providence — Herndon Seed Mill, Route 4;

Paid

an aide said.
Marcos continued to rally on
Sunday, said a spokesman for St.
Francis Medical Center, stressing
that his condition remained very
critical.
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Software Lets
You Get Started
Right Away

Tandy 1000 TX. Finish spreadsheets. sort
data bases and display charts and graphs
faster than ever And the included Personal
DeskMate 2 allows you to get to work right
away. #25-1600

SALE! PERSONAL PRINTER
Triple-Mode Dot-Matrix
Printer for Home/Office

Reg.
995.00

DMP 132

Low As $25 Per Month*
DWP 520. Give your correspondence. reports and memos
that crisp, "electric-typewriter- look at up to 500 words
per minute IBM compatible *26-2800

33% Off!

Paid be by the candidate

Low As $35
Per Month*

Reg. Separate
Items 998.95

presentations—anytime, anyor
Tandy 1400 LT. Finish reports legible
backlit "supertwist" liquid
where! Features an incredibly
rechargeable battery pack and
crystal display. Removable,
#25-3500
built-in carrying handle.
Reg. $199.95.
1400.
$80—Mode
m
Sale 119.95
Save
......
#25-3510

* That will have deputies that know Calloway
County?

A Working Sheriff

Reg.
899.00

Includes
CM-5
Color Monitor
At
No Charge!

Easy-To-Read Backlit
Liquid Crystal Display

Sale! Stock Up on
Fanfold Paper

Oor

Reg. 42.95

Tandy 1000 SL. MS-DOS• and DeskMate's Graphical User Interface
are built in, so it's ready to run immediately. Includes 10-in-1 software.
built-in 51/4" disk drive. #25-1401

999°°

TandY
1400 LT

* That will work after 5:00 p.m. and on
weekends?

VOTE MAX DOWDY

Ma
.

System with CM-5 Color Monitor (#25-1043) Only $998.95

* That will put D.U.I.'s behind bars, not take
them home?

Vote For A Man That Cares

9199

AND SPECIAL PURCHASE!

699Less00

Save
$200

* That believes the drug problem exists and
rates a 10, instead of a 5?

* That will work closely with the Murray Police
Department and the city of Murray because
they pay county taxes also.

31/2
26-4)8

Ready to Run Your Favorite Programs

Tandy
1000 SL

DO YOU WANT A SHERIFF...

* That will save taxpayers money by taking
care of all tax records in his office, not sending
them to another county?

Premium Quality
Come In Today

Reg. 12.95

Daisy Wheel Print Power for Writing Needs

* That will work on boot-leggers and drug
dealers starting with his first day, not 3 weeks
before the election?.

for by the candidate

Read the want ads daily

TANDY® COMPUTERS

Polls *ill be open from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Marcos responding to medication

May 23, 1989

5,/4" 799

City and county voting precincts
listed for residents of community

HONOLULU (AP) — Family
and friends of Ferdinand Marcos
were heartened by news that the
former Philippines president was
alert and responding to medication,

GEORGE H.

SAVE! Diskettes in Packages of 10

Running for magistrate in District 1 are:
— Clyde Hale, Route' 3, Murray;
— Gerald Hayes Duncan, Route 6,
Murray;

The following is a list of the voting precincts for Murray and
Calloway County:

PAGE 3

PLEASE

Running for property valuation
administrator are:
Ronnie Jackson, Route 4,
Murray;
— Bob Nanney, Route 1, Murray;
— Kenneth C. Imes, Route 2,
Murray;

MONDAY, MAY 22, 1989

Don't Wad! You Always Need
Plenty of Fanfold Paper on
Hand—and There's No
Purchase Limit!

Stock
Up
Now

Computer Workplace
Save s30

995
Reg.
99.95

CPU, er10000,

,ar,d printer

025-1350

not included

Save $10—Printer Stand. Reg 5.59 95
*26-242
Salo 49.95

File/Write Programs

Sale! Color Ribbons

PFS:Professional File
For DMP 132
& DMP 130/130 A

2495
26 123'

Printer Supports
SPECIAL
PURCHASE

26 208

695

Save 19900 R._
ht,iSgio0
s100
25 1?60
PFS:Professional

Write

Save
*70 12900

Check Your Phone Book for the

Radio:leek

4/2"

25 1261

Save ni9p6§
960
Low As $15 Per Month*

•Features Word Processing, Data
Processing anci Dot-Addressable
Graphics Modes
•Built-In Tractor—Prints on
Fanfold Paper or Individual Sheets
in Prints 120 Characters Per Second
•Compatible With The IBM PC

Store or Dealer Nearest You

'On Our commercial lease (plus applicable use/sales tax) •Radio Shack revolving credit Payment may vary depending upon account
balance
DeskMate/Rfig TM and Personal DeskMate 2/TM Tandy Corp MS and MS-DOS/licensed from Microsoft Corp IBM
and AT/Reg TM and XT/TM
IBM Corp
• ttathe stud, YarirePus• ,evnivrid credit Payment may vor(*WON

MO
,NN,
'Ikerhale'

IReg. 379.95

PRICES APPLY AT PART)CIPAT1NG STORES AND DEALERS

Most Major
Credit Cards
Welcome

P-1(4. 4
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22, 1989
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It was the owner, not the guitar, who got plucked
Mike Royko is on vacation. While he is
away, we are reprinting some of his
favorite columns.
•
It can lift the spirits to occasionally read
an inspirational story. There are all too few
of them in our hectic society. But here is
such a story, about how one stranger
reached out toward another.
It began with something very commonplace — a two-line ad in the Chicago
Tribune for the sale of an electric guitar.
The ad was placed by Bob Macey, 19, a
pre-med student from a Chicago suburb.
He wanted to sell his guitar, a fine Gibson,
before returning to school. He wanted ;350.
On the second day of the ad, he received
a phone call. The man said he was
interested, but for an unusual reason.
He explained that he was a physician and
that his nephew had recently been seriously
injured in an auto crash. They boy had
been burned from the neck down.
The man said he felt personally responsible for the accident. He had been like a

father to the boy, whose parents were
divorced, and he had talked him into
driving to Chicago to visit one of his
parents. During the drive, the crash
occurred.
In the accident, the boy's guitar had been
destroyed.
Now he was in the hospital, slowly
recovering. But his morale was low. So the
uncle hoped that if he bought him a guitar,
it would improve his state of mind.
"Would it be possible," he asked Macey,
"for you to bring the guitar to the hospital
this evening so he can look at it?"
Of course he would, Macey said.
"Fine," the man said. "When you get to
the hospital, just ask the receptionist for
Dr. Carr."
When Macey arrived, the receptionist
pointed out Dr. Carr, who was waiting in
the lobby.
But Dr. Carr was upset and embarrassed. His nephew had had a bad day and
he was just not feeling well enough to be
surprised.

"I realize I'm inconveniencing you," Dr.
Carr said, "but could I ask you to come
back again tomorrow morning? I'm sure I
can show it to him, and if he likes it I'll buy
it from you for the price you're asking."
Before he left, they chatted about the
accident and the difficult family life the
injured boy had. By the time they parted,
Macey felt that he had found a friend in the
white-haired, ruddy-faced, tweed-coated
physician.
The next morning, he was back at the
hospital. Dr. Carr met him in the lobby.
Macey opened the case and showed him
the guitar, explaining how the various

switches worked. It was a beautiful instrument, made of solid ebony with mother-ofpearl inlays and gold plating on the metal
parts. Macey had shined it before coming
to the hospital.
"I'm sure he'll like it," Dr. Carr said.
"Let me take it up to his room right now.
Then if he wants it, I'll come back down
and pay you."
As Dr. Carr hurried off with the guitar,
Macey ran after him.
"I forgot to give you the pick. He might
want to try it."
Dr. Carr took the pick, but he shook his
head, saying, "No, he's burned too badly to
be able to pick it up yet. But just looking at
it will probably make him happy."
Macey sat down and waited in the lobby.
A half hour passed, and Macey became
concerned. Had the boy suffered a relapse
... or worse?
After an hour passed, Macey asked the
receptionist if something had happened to
the boy.

She said she would check. She made
three phone calls. Then she told Macey
there were no burn cases in the hospital.
Macey told her she had to be mistaken.
Dr. C,arr's nephew had been burned.
She told Macey there was no Dr. Garr on
the staff.
"But the receptionist had pointed Dr.
Carr out — by name."
Yes, but only because the white-haired
man had walked into the hospital, said his
name was Dr. Carr, that he was waiting to
meet somebody, and would the receptionist
please direct that person to him.
The police were called. They filled out a
report and an officer told Macey: "Never
trust anyone, kid."
I told you it was an inspirational story. It
should inspire all gray-haired codgers who
worry that the younger generations really
are a lot smarter. Maybe the kids invented
the phrase "rip-off," but smooth old guys
in tweed coats have made it an art.
Copyright ISO The Ciscago Inhale

Letters To The Editor

Requests for 4-way stop
made by local residents
Dear Editor:
This letter is regarding the stop
sign needed at 8th and Poplar. I
have heard of many accidents
there. This is a big concern for our
school because many of our students and teachers travel this way
every day. Our buses use this corner too. With this many people
using this corner, a serious accident
could have occurred.
To prevent future accidents, a
four-way stop or a stoplight would

1

be a great help. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Stacy Boyd
701 Broad St. Ext.
Murray, Ky 42071
EDITORS NOTE — Similar letters from students calling for the
slop sign included, Billy Sic[fey,
1605 Belmont, Tracy Taft, Rt. 8,
Box 55, Dustin Wilson, 1514 Canterbury, Peter Johnson, 410 South
7th, Carey Cart, 604 Elm St. Melissa Muscio, 806 So. 17th, and
Belinda Lockhart, 805 No. 16th.
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Former co-worker endorses candidate for mayor
Dear Editor,
This is an unsolicited letter on
behalf of George Ed "Pete" Waldrop. Several weeks ago, I was
extremely pleased to see Pete's

announcement of his candidacy for
Mayor of Murray. He is the man
for the job!
Several years ago Pete and I
were co-teachers in the business

What about Republicans?
Wrather wants vote, too
Dear Editor:
This letter will respond to the
writer urging all registered voters
in Calloway County to exercise
their duty and obligation by voting
in Tuedays election.
,
I agree with him concerning the
great American dream of our
Founding Fathers — to create a
Democracy where all people could
select their leaders.
Unfortunately in Calloway
County, a Democracy exists only if
you are a Democrat. I am a registered Republican; consequently I
cannot pick the elected candidates
of my choice. The only office I
could select a candidate is Mayor
of Murray. Since I don't live in
Murray, I can't cast a single vote.
Last year I couldn't select my
U.S. Representative, I wrote representative Carroll Hubbard and
Senator Mitch McConnell uriging
them to take steps to give me back
my voting privileges. They didn't

even bother to acknowledge my
letter.
Your letter was an eloquent call
for all registered voters to go to the
polls and vote. Why don't you be
just as eloquent by getting the systern changed so I can.
I am sure our Founding Fathers
intended a Democracy to include
Republicans when selecting a leader. Russia and China are changing,
why not Calloway County and
Kentucky?
H.S. Wrather
Rt. 4 Box 153 A
Murray, Ky.

department at South Hopkins High
School, and he was also assistant
coach there. And again, we were
both on the teaching staff at old
Madisonville High School, while
he was head coach there.
Pete has a good background in
business, being a graduate of Murray State University. He is well
disciplined in several fields, with
his very successful and popular
teaching and coaching years:He is
very personable — knows "worlds
of people" in all walks of life —
nevel saw a stranger — and is
popufar-vilh-veryone he contacts.
Pete knows how to listen to people's problems, and provide the
needed leadership for growth. He is
a caring person about the problems
confronting a growing city like
Murray in Calloway.County. I have
the highest regard for Pete's abilities and acumen in practical matters, and I know he will "get the
job done" for a progressive

Today In History
Today is Monday, May 22, the 142nd day of 1989. There are 223 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
Twentyoyears ago, on May 22, 1969, as the astronauts aboard Apollo 10
orbited the moon, the spacecraft's lunar module separated from the command module and flew to within nine miles of the lunar surface in a dress
rehearsal for the first moon landing the following July.
On this date:
Five years ago: The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that law firms may not
discriminate on the basis of sex, race, religion or national origin in promoting young lawyers to the status of partner.
One year ago: Janos Kadar — installed by the Soviet Union as head of
Hungary's Communist Party in 1956 — was replaced by Prime Minister
Karoly Grosz.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Lord Laurence Olivier is 82. Conductor Peter
Nero is 55. Actress Susan Strasberg is 51. Actor Paul Winfield is 48.
Thought for Today:
"The moon is made of a green cheese." -- John Heywood.
— By The Associated Press

A hard hit from the NCAA

Assisting and Advising in
Drug Search and Seizure
To the Citizens of Murray-Calloway County:
On May 23rd we will be electing our county attorney for the next four years. As a candidate, I
have worked hard in this campaign: as assistant county attorney, I have done what has been asked of
me and much, much more. It is my pledge to you that I will work even harder as your county
attorney.
YOUR VOTE COUNTS! Please vote for me on Tuesday, May 23rd, for county attorney.

In leveling very severe penalties on the University of Kentucky
basketball program, the NCAA pulled the trap door on which UK President David Roselle has stood so bravely for so long. If the NCAA
wants bad actors cleaned out and bad programs cleaned up, its infractions committee should have been happy with Dr. Roselle. He did the
job, in spite of menacing gestures from the Governor and other powerful naysayers. And what did he get for it from the NCAA? Not much
that he will be able to sell to his school's broad constituency.
Worse, the NCAA in effect warned other schools that stone-walling
is best, if they want to avoid tough penalties.
Dr. Roselle gamely tried to pick up on the committee's assurance
that it would have done even worse — perhaps even shut down the
program for a year or two — if it hadn't had his exemplary cooperation. Sadly, the UK die-hards will be shocked by what has happened,
not grateful. They'll see unfairness, not justice. And we fear they'll
blame Dr. Roselle. If the NCAA only wanted to get the attention of
UK's overeager boosters, fine. But much more was at stake.
Now Dr. Roselle is left clinging to what will be seen, ironically, as a
thin defense: the simple fact that he did what was right.
Let's make clear who the villains are. The9're the coaches and administrators who broke the rules or failed to see the rule-breaking. It's
they who have razed, at least temporarily, something special. Over the
years, UK basketball has reached even the deepest Eastern Kentucky
hollows and into the barrens and bottomlands of Western Kentucky,
into the homes and lives of ordinary Kentuckians with little else to
cheer about, and given them at least one point of pride. It's those folks
— not the barons of bourbon, tobacco and coal, and not the Idle Hour
Country Club set — who are hurt the most.
It's almost amusing tha UK has been barred from post-season play
for two years. Championship prospects in the next couple of seasons
arc, shall we say, limited. Meanwhile, Kentuckians will have a chance
to try something new: a state university that's mostly about education.
If they find that to their liking, something profoundly good will have
come of all this.
Assuming he's here, Dr. Roselle should take the'next couple of
years to focus the state's attention on the real UK, now that the obscuring curtains of ipig time basketball arc down. Kentucky ought to love
its flagship statewide unversity for more than its NCAA title banners.
UK should be cherished for its potential to enrich and enlarge the lives
of those it serves.
Hang on, Doc.
Guest editorial from The Courier, Journal

Murray.
Calloway County is my home
county, but I have lived in Hopkins
County since 1955, when my husband and I moved here to teach. I
am still greatly interested in the
progress of Murray and Murray
State University, where both my
husband and I, and our two children graduated. I would be most
happy to know that. Murray is in
good hands with Pete Waldrop as
Mayor.
Although I will not have the
opportunity to vote for Pete, I sincerely urge all of my relatives,
friends, and acquaintances, to go to .
the polls.
Yours very sincerely,
Rella (Gibbs) Jenkins
(Mrs. Charles W.)
33 West Lake Street
Madisonville, Ky 42431

Bridges needed
Dear Editor:
I was reading "Meet the Candidates" in the May 16th issue of the
Murray Ledger. While reading the
list of improvements that George
Weaks had listed for the county
roads, I saw that he stated "all the
wooden bridges in the county had
been removed and replaced with
concrete bridges".
I disagree with George Weaks on
this statement. The wooden bridge
on our road was removed and
replaced with a concrete FORD.
Because of our new concrete ford,
we have to make about an 8 mile
detour anytime we have an inch or
more of rain.
This concrete ford (on our road
— the Charlie Miller Road) is just
one of many throughout the county.
The ford on our road is about 8
years old. The ford was to be an
improvement; but the truth is, it is
worse than the wooden bridge.
When the water is over the ford,
we can not get our mail or newspaper. The school bus is unable to
get through to pickip the children.
I have attended The fiscal court
meetings and tried to get something
done about the problem.
The people on our road moved
fences over to give the county the
land to make the road straighter.
We were promised a concrete
bridge and that the road would not
be gravel any longer. This was 8
years ago.
We agree with one of Weak's
opponents for judge, "We can be
better than we are"! County people
at the mercy of the Judge and the
magistrates because they only fix
the roads and bridges they want to.
I think they have no schedule they
follow on road improvements.
Mrs. Randy Garland
Route 1
Almo, Kentucky 42020
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English acceptance into Harvard fulfills dream
Greg English of Marion was in
the fifth grade the first time he
publicly declared that he wanted to
be a lawyer.
Come September the May 1989
honor graduate of Murray State
University will take an important
step on the road to his goal as he
enters Harvard University law
school.
"My 4-H science project has
been selected for a demonstration
at the Kentucky State fair, and
when Paul Mick (publisher of The
Crittenden Press) interviewed me,
he asked me if I was going to
pursue a career in science," English
recalled. "I had been thinking
about being a lawyer for a long
time, and I've never wavered in my
decision."
He was one of 7,500 applicants
for 500 places in Harvard's Class
of 1992. "I was really shocked," he
said of his acceptance. He also
applied to law schools at the University of Chicago, University of
Virginia, Duke University, University of Texas and the University of
Kentucky.
English visited the Boston campus in mid-March when approximately 60 percent of the class had
been accepted. Although a number
of people he met did their undergraduate work at Ivy League
schools, English said he doesn't

feel intimidated by his classmates
from better known institutions.
"It's more of a humbling feeling," he said. "There's so much
history there. You pass by Paul
Revere's grave as you cross Harvard yard — that's really
something."
A 1986 graduate of Crittenden
County High School, the son of
Phil and Ann English enrolled at
Murray State as a Presidential
Scholar. A participant in the Honros Program, English prepared for
law school with a major in political
science.

All right, Folks! The dialogue between Henry and Henry is
ended. Let's get it all together now: Herny Buchanan and the
Voters of the Second District, Calloway County.
We have to keep up the County's Roads, enforce the Law,
provide Fire Protection, clean up our Land, our Water and our
Air. Continually improve Education, Health Care and Recreational opportunities.
Encourage the development of our Economy, and promote its
healthy growth. And foster closer ties between City and County
Governments in all these areas of concern. Because neither the
City nor the County can prosper unless we work together as one
Community.
So I am asking you to vote for me. Not because we are kinfolks,
for we are not. But because we share a common heritage in this
Land,and we share a common hope of
a better life for all of us.
Not because we all go to Church
together. For we don't. But because
we accept together a common responsibility for making this Place where
we all live, this Giftfrom the Creator's
Hands,a richer Heritage to pass on to
our children.
I'm not asking you to vote for me
because you knew my father and did
business with him. For you didn't. But
I want you to vote for me because you
know me now, for I have opened up my mind to you, and you
believe I will do the County's business responsibly.
When you vote for me, I know it will not be because I was born
here, grew up here, went to school here, and spent my whole life
here, That's not the way I came to be one of you. I came here when
I was full grown and knew full well what I was doing. I chose to
live here after I had seen a lot of other, bigger places.
I don't ask you to vote for me because you feel that I need the
office,for I don't. Vote for me because the office needs me,because
I can bring to the office new and creative ideas for improvement of
this office. Because I will do the job better, fairer, more honestly
than it has been done before.
Elect me Magistrate for the Second District and you will prove
that a man can be elected in Calloway County because he has
shown you where he stands on the issues that have a profound
effect on your property, your health and your children's lives.
Henry A. Buchanan
May 22, 1989
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Greg English, a 1989 honor graduate of Murray State University, has
been accepted at the Harvard University law school for the 1989 fall
term. The son of Phil and Ann English of Marion, he was one of six
Murray State students who graduated with perfect 4.00 grade-point
averages on Saturday, May 13.

Ectopic heartbeats are a nuisance
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

fliction. When they are frequent and
multiple, they can be harmful; mediDEAR DR. GOTT: My physician cine — such as quinidine or procainahas diagnosed me as having ectopic mide — will retard their formation.
heartbeats. My mother has PVCs. Are
Ectopic heartbeats are often worsthese the same? I realize they require ened by fatigue, stress, excitement,
no attention but I find my problem ir- nicotine, caffeine, alcohol and other
ritating. Is there medicine to regulate drugs. Therefore, you may be able to
my situation?
reduce their frequency by getting
DEAR READER: Ectopic heart- more sleep. learning to cope with
beats(contractions not under the con- stress, drinking decaffeinated bevertrol of the heart's normal pacemaker) ages, stopping smoking. reducing alare common and, in general, cohol and avoiding drugs that seem to
harmless.
make your symptoms worse. Ectopic
_Ectopic beats can arise from the beats are not hereditary.
atria (low-pressure heart chambers)
DEAR DR. GOTT: Would you
or from the ventricles (high-pressure please comment on people living
chambers). They can cause fluttering alone and talking to themselves? I
in the chest or an unusual awareness know we all do it at one time or anothof heartbeat that may be irregular.
er but this concerns me.
Premature atrial contractions
DEAR READER: You are correct
(PACs or atrial ectopic beats) rarely that, at times, we all talk to ourselves.
last for extended periods and require This is normal and harmless — unno 'treatment, unless they occur in less, as one would-be humorist relong and frequent bursts when they marked, we answer ourselves. People
are very annoying. In such pro- tend to talk to themselves when they
nounced cases, beta-blockers (such as are alone and don't have company.
Inderal) may be used to regulate the Children often normally talk to thempulse.
selves
and
to
make-believe
Premature ventricular contrac- companions.
tions (PVCs or ventricular ectopic
Mentally disturbed adults, on the
beats) are more noticeable to the pa- other hand, carry on extensive contient because they are stronger. Like versations with imaginary figures
PACs, they seldom require treatment and deities. This is usually a sign of
and are More a nuisance than an af- severe mental disorder.

In my experience, when normal
people talk to themselves, they do just
that. And they recognize it as such
Emotionally disturbed persons are
usually under the delusion that there
is really someone or a force out there
with whom they converse. Their sense
of reality is impaired.
In short, as long as a person knows
he is talking to himself, he is probably
normal. This activity slides into abnormal behavior when an individual
can no longer differentiate "self," and
the talking takes on a meaning all its
own. To give you more information I
am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report "Mental and Emotional Illness". Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1.25 with
their name and address to P.O. Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be
sure to mention the title.
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"After 8 years of close,
hands-on involvement
with Murray's City
Government, I
I honestly feel ,
I know what our sk.
City needs to succeed
The experience...

I just mentioned; as Director of Planning
and Engineering,
as assistant to the Director of Public
Works &
Utilities, as advisor to and member of the
Board of
Zoning Adjustments, as Planning Commission
advisor and
as the Mayor's representative to the
Purchase Area
Development District and West Kentucky's Allied
Services.
I feel I can hit the floors of City Hall running",
with little or no "get acquainted" time
necessary.

0 1989 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

The leadership....

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

qualities I have developed and exercized during
20 years in business as a surveyor and
land use
consultant.., as the Coordinator of the 12th
Street
and Glendale Road projects, as Officer for
Zoning
Approvals and Building Inspection programs
and as an
alumnus of the Leadership Murray Program.

The dedication...

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

that I have shown to everything that
Murray stands for
(by my involvement in) economic development
projects
as: Fisher Price, Ryan Milk, Briggs &
Stratton, et al;
Inc Certified Cities Program; The Flood
Insurance Program;
The Chamber of Commerce and more.

NOTICE
11.,111 VVInte• Colityv.;tpr
Gravol end Dirt.
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Met'llaiin
Deep

?4

Hviviometi
F .'e

E s ;mates

Vote for a full-time Mayor

Trootod Cross Tios
435 4343 Bob Kemp
Of

***********
1984 Buick Regal, It. brn.,
p.s., p.b., air, auto., tilt, cruise.
$6,500.00
48 mo. @$170.93 15.99% APR
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He worked as a clerk for the
Murray law firm of Hughes, Gregory, Easley and Blankenship from
March 1988 until graduation in
May.
"It's the challenge of the work,"
he said of his career choice. "You
can't just turn your mind off and
do it.
"If I had to choose right now, I'd
pick trial and appellate advocacy as
my area of study, but I realize that
may change."
English said his future plans
include returning to the South after
graduation. In the long term, he is
also considering a career in
politics.
One of six May 1989 graduates
at Murray State who earned perfect

Radner talks of confronting
cancer in printed autobiography
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Gilda
Radner, a star in the early "Saturday Night Live" comedy show
who died at age 42 after a lengthy
battle with cancer, talked about
confronting "the Big C". in her
forthcoming autobiography.
"I got a little cocky," she writes
in "It's Always Something," due
out in June. "I always had a
twinkle in my eye as though I'd
touched the face of God ... I was
plenty full of myself.
"What I've learned the hard way
is that there's always something
you can do. In some cases, death
seems more desirable. But there is
always something you can do."
The creator of such memorable
television characters as New Yorkstreet smart reporter Roseanne
Roseannadana, speech-impeded
talk show host Baba Wawa and
out-of-sync editorialist Emily Litella died of ovarian cancer Saturday
with husband Gene Wilder at her
side.
Miss Radner, who was diagnosed
with the cancer in 1986, died in her
sleep at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, said hospital spokesman Ron
Wise.
She had radiation therapy and
other treatments, including surgery,
as recently as February. She reentered the hospital Wednesday,
Wise said.
The comedian told a Life magazine interviewer in 1988 that
"cancer is about the most unfunny
thing in the world."
In her book, Miss Radner writes
that she did not see cancer in a
humorous light at all times, but
there were moments.
"The next thing you know, I'm
kind of running down the street
with my arms spread out in this
raincoat yelling in a Captain Midnight voice, 'Cancer Woman,' look
at her go!"
In recent years Miss Radner
appeared in several movies, but
was best known for roles in sketches on NBC's "Saturday Night
Live," with such stars as Dan
Aykroyd, Chevy Chase, Jane Cur-

Alpha national pplitical science
honor sociefy, Outstanding Student
in Political Science and Outstanding Pre-Law Student.

4.00 grade-poink averages, English's honors incTude Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges, Pi Sigma
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4319 Bob Kemp Jr.
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EXPERIENCE COUNTS
5 GOOD Reasons To Elect

041
11
1111
JP

"I regret not having the opportunity to see all the voters ofCalloway County
during my campaignfor Sheriff. The Kentucky State Police does not allow its
Troopers to become involved in politics. I don't know what it takes to be a
politician. I DO know what it takes to be a professional law enforcement
officer and how to deal with the public in a fair and honest manner. The
SheriffofCalloway County should bea professionallaw enforcement officer,
not a politician. I have over 28 years oflaw enforcement experience with the
Kentucky State Police. No other candidate can compete with my experience
and training. Get the most law enforcement for your tax dollar."

TERRY BOGARD
As Your Next Magistrate Dist. 1
13(14 years EXPERIENCE in road developing and paving.

Pr9 years EXPERIENCE in operating his own business
Reasonable... Dependable... Capable and Willjng.
PrA CONCERNED and CARING individual.
WReady to SERVE YOU in District 1.

;

Qualifications include extensive training and
experience in all areas of law enforcement:
• theft by unlawful taking investigation
• controlled substance investigation
• search and seizure laws
• db,rnestic violence investigation
• auto theft investigation
• traffic accident investigation
• homicide investigation
• crime scene investigation
Elect

a

CHARLES A.
STEPHENSON

YOUR SUPPORT IS APPRECIATED

Calloway County Sheriff

Paid for by the Candidate

May 23, 1989

Pell ler by the eeedittete. 11111 P. 1111.1 Street
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MURRAY TODAY
Murray ladies to play golf Wednesday

'•

.

•

The ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday,
May 24, at 9 a.m. Toni Hopson and
Jesse Meurn will be hostesses.
Anyone not listed in the line-up
may come and be paired later. The
line-up is as follows:
Tee IA - Ethelene McCallon,
B.J. Purdom, Inus Orr and Frances
Hulse;
Tee 1B - Betty Lowry, Veneta
Sexton, Jerelene Sullivan and Betty
stewart;
Tee 2 - LaRue Williams and
Rebecca Williams;
Tee 3 - Toni Hopson, Carita
Boggess, Jennifer Crouse and Margaret Shuffett;
Tee 4 - Virginia Schwettman,
Tonja Fike, Jessie Meurn and Rai-

ney Apperson;
Tee 5 - Freda Steely, Cathryn
Garrott, Edith Garrison and Carole
Edwards;
Tee 6 - Hazel Hill, Madelyn
Lamb, Anna Mary Adams and Sue
Brown;
Tee 7 - Louise Lamb, Betty Hinton, Jane Fitch and Frances Richey;
Tee 8A - Rowena Cullom, Dana
Stonecipher, Peggy Shoemaker and
Billie Cohoon;
Tee 88 - Martha Sue Ryan, Sue
Costello, Sadie Fulton and Rebecca
Irvan;
Tee 9 - LaVerne Ryan, Marion
Poole, Rebecca West and Aileen
Castrale.

Winners of golf play on Wednesday, May 17, have been announced
by Hazel Hill and Louise Lamb,
hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Betty
Lowry, medalist, Betty Jo Purdom,
second;
First flight - Carita Boggess,
first, Tonja Fike, second;
Second flight - Jessie Meurn,
first, Rainey Apperson, second;
Third flight - Rowena Cullom,
first, Frances Richey, second;
Fourth flight - Rebecca Irvan,
first, La Verne Ryan, second;
Overall low putts - Jessie
Meurn and Betty Stewart tied.

NuRILlep Ladies of Oaks Club will
MOVIES have brid
ge and golf play
Ladies' day events will be held
Tee 11 - Ada Roberts, Shirley
Wednesda
y, May 24, at Oaks Wade, Sue Lamb and Sue Stone;
ENDS TUES
Country Club.
LISTEN
Tee 12 - Joanne Honefanger,
TO ME(PG-13)
Bridge with Jean Holloway, Doris Rose, Sue Wells and Martha
7:10 ONLY
7:X1 4:30
phone 753-9404, as hostess will Broach;
start at 9:30 a.m.
Tee 13 - Bronda Parker, Mabel
ENDS TUES
Soo No Ev1I,
Golf with Linda Roach, Rogers, Anita Gallimore and Melva
Hew Ns Evil (ij
LOVER BOY
753-5971, and Dottie Kraemer, Hatcher;
PI,11,
(PG-13)
7:11, 5:2S
920 ONLY
759-1850, as hostesses will start at
Tee 14 - LaDonna Cooper, Nan9:30 a.m. Any one not listed in the cy Rogers, Hazel Beale and Irma
STARTS WED., MAY 24
line-up is asked to come and be Tuck;
INDIANA JONES C',7
paired at the tee. The line-up is as
Tee 15 - Pam Williams, Pat HolLAST CRUSADE (pc.-13)
follows:
loway, Debbie Ryan and Isabel
Tee 10 - Peggy Noel, Vicki Parks;
(Rent You, Movies At The Mov
) Oliver, Wanda Brown and Irene
Tee 16 - Linda Roach, Mary C.
Open 11 a m -10 p m
Woods;
Lamb, Linda Oliver and Bobbie
Burks;
Tee 17 - Crystal Parks, Marge
Foster, Sina Richardson and FlorAnn Harcourt ?bill I.
ence Hensley.
Team winners of the golf
bride-elect of
scramble
on May 17 have been
David Randolph •
released by Isabel Parks, hostess,
has selected 1
IL
as follows:
First - Ada Sue Roberts, Irma
her decorative
Tuck,
Irene Woods, Bobbie Burks
accessories from AllacelbDiscover.and
Dottie
Kraemer;
BEL AIR CENTER
Pier 1
Second - Vickie Oliver, Peggy
Noel, Pat Holloway, Marge Foster
Ann & David will be married July 2, 1989.
and Sue Wells;
Third - Wanda Brown, Isabel
Parks, Debbie Ray, Lynn Griffiths
and Linda Oliver;
-pi
Fourth - Vickie Singleton,
LaDonna Cooper, Sina Richardson,
Bronda Parker and Doris Rose;
These four teams tied with 35
and winners were determined by
count back.
_Fifth - Sue Lamb, Nancy
"Your Vote and
Rogers, Joanne Honefanger, Linda
Influence
Roach and Mabel Rogers;
Sixth - Shirley Wade, Mary
Is Appreciated."
Paid for by the Candidate
Wells, Hazel Beale, Crystal Parks,
Florence Hensley and Sue Stone.

Monday, May 22
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at Masonic Lodge,
Benton, at 8 p.m. For information
call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Tuesday, May 23
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 pot. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela at 753-7638.

Murray High School Chorus will
present "Nickelodeon" at 7 p.m. at
Murray Middle School.
Local Chapter of National Association of Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) will meet at 7
p.m. at Willis Community Center.
For free transportation on
Tuesday for Election Day call
Transit dispatcher, 753-9725,
today.

Registration for annual Summer
Children's French and Spanish
Language Program will start today
at Calloway County Public Library.
Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Executive Board of Murray
Christian Women's Club will meet

DATEBOOK
Free checks at Hazel Wednesday
Free blood pressure checks for senior citizens will be Wednesday, May
24, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center, according to
Annette Burnham, director. The date was changed for this month. The
center will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities with lunch being
served at noon.

Hazel trash pickup on May 26
Hazel Trash Pickup will be Friday, May 26, starting at 8 a.m. This will
be for brush no over six inches in diameter and eight feet in length only,
according to Betty Hudson, city clerk. No garbage will be included in this
pickup. This will be for one time only on each street, Hudson added.

Singles will hear Brine speak
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, May 23, at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. Wally Brine of Woodland's
Nature Center, Land Between the Lakes, will be the speaker for the program on "LBL - 1989," geared to community awareness. This is a nonprofit, nondenominational, apolitical support and social group for all single
adults whether always single, divorced or separated. For more information
call Pamela at 753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Registration now at library
Sandy Linn, program director for Calloway County Public Library, said
that registration for Summer Story Hours and the Summer Reading Program started today and will continue through Tuesday, May 30. Summer
Story Hours will begin Tuesday, June 13, and Summer Reading Program
on Wednesday, June 14. For more information or to register a child for
the events call the library, 753-2288.

PAT PASCHALL

The Wednesday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will
play Wednesday, May 24, at 6:30 p.m. at the club courts. Pairings will be
made at the club courts. All members who have signed up to play tennis
in this group are urged to attend.

fe1
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Reduced 50% And More
Including Many Pieces Of Wicker & Rattan Furniture

Watch For Our Re-Location
To 1205B Chestnut Street

Health Expresses releases stops
The Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital has stops
scheduled for Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, May 23, 24, 25
and 26. Blood pressure checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride screenings will be made at all stops. Also a Stool For Occult Blood Screening
Kit will be available. On Tuesday the express will be at Hilltop Kash
Market, Canton, from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Sowell's Wee Mart at Aurora
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. On Wednesday the express will be at Dixieland
Center, Murray, from 12:30 to 3 p.m. On Thursday the express will be at
Hillman Ferry Campground, Land Between the Lakes, from 9 to 11 a.m.
On Friday the express will be at Piney Campground, LBL, from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.

SS Representative to be here

Many One-Of-A-Kind Items

McDonald s
•
„

Monday, May 22
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.

Tennis play will be Wednesday

MOVING
SALE!

BEL AIR CENTER
MURRAY

End Of School Special

A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be at
Calloway County Public Library from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Tuesday, May 24. The representative can answer questions, take applications
and assist with any problems concerning Social Security, Medicare or the
Supplemental Security Income program. Persons may call toll-free,
1-800-234-5772 for questions about Social Security.

Eastwood will hear Dr. Mayall
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor of Eastwood Baptist Church, will give his
third in a series of sermons on the book of Revelation at 7:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, May 24. Tapes will be available for those unable to attend.
Lisa Harrell will be soloist for the service.

Grace will hear Rev. Adams
McDonald s
NI
a„

The Rev. Ronnie Adams, foreign missionary to Venezuela, will be the
guest speaker at the 7 p.m. service on Wednesday, May 24, at Grace Baptist Church, 617 South Ninth St., Murray. The Rev. Adams was a former
pastor of Poplar Spring Baptist Church. The public is invited to attend,
according to the Rev. Robert N. Johnson, pastor.

Seminar at church Wednesday
A seminar on the History and Thought of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) will be Wednesday, May 24, from 6:30 to 8:45 p.m. at
First Christian Church, North Fifth Street. Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
trace the history of the early church right up to the present time, and
Frank Roberts will give a historical look at the local church. Light
refreshments will be served during break. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

Starts Friday, May 18th
HAPPY MEAL PRICES INCLUDED

McDonald S
a
s

PRICES EXPIRE MAY 31ST
GOOD ONLY AT MAYFIELD, MURRAY,
AND PADUCAH STORES
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Community events listed

Elect
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Mill-ray Ledger & Times

Alesia Covey
bride-elect of
Mitch Gooch
has selected
her decorative

Tuesday, May 23
at 9:35 a.m. in annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group will meet at 4:30 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Hilltop Kash Market at Canton
from 9 to II a.m. and at Sowell's
Wee Malt at Aurora from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
A Social Security representative
will be at Calloway Public Library
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
PACA (parents against child
abandonment) will meet at 12 noon
at Pagliai's.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
753-9303.
Industrial Golf League is scheduled to play at Miller Memorial
Golf Course.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Murray High School graduation
will be at 8 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. Sen..
Wendell Ford will be speaker.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
Local Chapter of American
Association of Retired Persons will
meet at 12 noon at Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
Senior Citizens' Board of
Murray-Calloway will meet at 1:30
p.m. at office at Main and Broach
Streets.
Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church Women will meet
at 2 p.m. at church.
Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.

Michele
senior a
certifica
This wa
and thei
Ilighwa:

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; CARE at 6:30 p.m.
Friendly Hands of First Christian
Church will have a potluck luncheon in Fellowship Hall at 10 a.m.

Ti••-•

•

Today is Primary Election Day.
Exercise your right to vote.
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
IC a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center.
Wednesday, May 24
Free blood pressure checks for
senior citizens will be given from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. The center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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(Cont'd on page 7)

Two violinists
from United States
finalists at Belgium
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) —
Two U.S. violinists were among 12
fnalists chosen Sunday in the prestigious Queen Elisabeth international violin contest.
The finalists from Japan, the
Soviet Union, Israel, Canada, West
Germany, China and the United
Stares will perform at the Brussels
Beaux Arts Palace starting May 29.
The winner will be announced June
3
The three-round competition
began May 8 with 53 violinists
from 19 countries.
Catherine Cho and Michi Sugiura of the United States passed to
the finals. Their hometowns were
not known. Six candidates from the
United States competed in the first
two qualifying rounds.
The winner of the competition,
named after the late Belgian queen,
takes home the equivalent of
$7,300 dollars and a lucrative concert contract.
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Rice wins scholarship

4 -

Michael Scott Rice, a senior at
Calloway County High School, has
been awarded a $1,200 Theatre
Arts Talent Scholarship for the
1989-90 academic year at Wright
State University, Dayton, Ohio.
Rice traveled to Wright State
campus in December for competitive auditions to be eligible for the
award. The scholarship is renewable for four years provided the
recipient maintains a high profiency level in the program.
Rice also has been selected to
participate in the Honors Program
at Wright State. Honor students are
chosen from those who meet two of
the following criteria: ACT/SAT
scores at the 90th percentile or
above; high school grade point
average of 3.25 6r better; or rank in
the top 10 percent of their class.
As an honor student, Rice has
also been chosen as a finalist for a
S2,500 Honors Scholarship, renew-,..:
,
able for four years.
Rice has been an active member
of Calloway County Speech Team
for the past four years and is a
member of the Foreign Language
Club.
He was chosen as a Governor's
Scholar in 1988 and has been listed
in Who's Who Among American

Celebrates second birthday

High School Students. He also has
been active in church and community activities, having participated in
Community Theatre Productions
for the past 11 years. He is currently serving as president of the
Young Actors Guild at the Playhouse in the Park.
Rice is the son of Hal and Sondra Rice of Almo. He will be attending Wright State University in the
fall.

BOSTON (AP) — Singer Judy
Collins and Academy-award winning filmmaker Vivienne VerdonRoe were honored on Mother's
Day by a Boston-based women's
group for their activities for peace.
Collins, who has made 21 record
albums, and Verdon-Roe, who
made the Oscar-winning documentary "Women for America, for the
World," were co-winners of the
Helen Caldicott Leadership Award
presented by the Women's Action
for Nuclear Disarmament Educa-

Lion Fund.
The award is named for Dr. Caldicott, the founder of -Physicians
for Nuclear Responsibility and a
campaigner for nuclear disarmament. Past recipients have included
Jane Alexander, Sally Field, Yoko
Ono, Carl Sagan, Randall Forsberg.
Meryl Streep, Mario Thomas, Lily
Tomlin and Alice Walker.
Women's Action for Nucl.:ar
Disarmament announced the award
in conjunction with its "Mother's
Day for Peace" project.

Your Individual
Horoscope

e-

f,17)ei

Fraaces Drake
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Michael Scott Rice

Elizabeth Nicole Darnall celebrated her second birthday on April 26.
Her birthday party took place on Sunday, April 23, at Murray
Calloway County Park. Nicole is the daughter of Jeff and Elizabeth
Darnall of Murray; the granddaughter of Jimmy and Patsy Fain
of
Murray and Charles and Bobbie Darnall of Benton; the greatgranddaughter of James and Reba Fain of Lynn Grove and Theron
and Mary Nell Riley of Murray. Nicole was born on the birthday of
her Grandfather Fain. Attending the party were Jimmy and Patsy
Fain, James and Reba Fain, Bobbie Darnall, Michael Darnall, Alan
Darnall, Glenda Myers, Jackie and Flora Darnall, Justin Lamb,
Krissy Gamble, Debbie, Kandi and Craig Ford, Tracy and Ashley Puckett,
Nathan Ruggles, Terry, Beverly and Ashlee Turner, Angie and Tyler
Murdock, Keith, Amy, Ryan and Taylor Houston, and Mitchell Moss.
Ice cream and cake were served after Nicole opened her gifts.

Community...

Wednesday, May 24

Willis Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by
senior citizens.

potluck with Sunday School teachers in charge of arrangements at 6
p.m. and Baptist Women, Brotherhood, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends at 7 p.m.

Ladies' day golf will be at 9 a.m.
at Murray Country Club.
Wednesday Ladies' Tennis
Group of Murray Country Club
will play at 6:30 p.m. at club
COVIS.

5.

Michele Moore, left, senior at Murray High School, and Kevin Kelly,
senior at Calloway County High School, were presented scholarship
certificates by Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons.
This was the highlight of the scholarship reception for the students
and their families held Monday, May 15, at the Masonic Temple on
Highway 121 North. A dinner was served.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
NORTH

5-22-A

(Cont'd from page 6)

Wednesday, May 24

Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be golf and
bridge at 9:30 a.m.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Dixieland Center, Murray, from
12:30 to 3 p.m.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer meeting, GAs, RAs, Youth Bible Study
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m. and Council on Ministries at 7:30 p.m.

Bereavement Support Grou will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper at 5:30 p.m.;
business meeting and Youth Choir
practice at 6:30 p.m.; Beginners'
Sign Language Class at 7:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

Prepared Childbirth Class, Session I, will meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

The Rev. Ronnie Adams, foreign
missionary to Venezuela, will
speak at 7 p.m. at Grace Baptist
Church.

Aging Committee of Purchase
Area Development District will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at PADD office,
Mayfield.

History of the Christian Church
Seminar will be at 6:30 p.m. at
First Christian Church.
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"Why don't I get a 5-0 break in5-22-B
the cartoon figure of John Bull has
stead of 4-1?" asked South. "With South holds: 4 10 8 3
typified England and the British
clubs 5-0, I would then know to
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
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3•
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Pass
Pass
him toward the winning play. Need- Pass
ANSWER: Diamond ace Partner's
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ing only five club winners and not
penalty double indicates a probable
all six, South should overtake the
shortage of diamonds.
second club with dummy's ace and
drive out West's jack, cinching the Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
contract at a possible cost of only a 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
30-point overtrick.
Copyright. UNI19, United Feature Syndicate

England cartoon
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Two women honored at Boston

4

Scholarships presented

if living conditions don't stop improving in this country, we're going
to run out of humble beginnings for
our great men."
—
P Askue.

MONDAY, MAY 22, 1989

WATCH
Election Coverage
1A/CinD --TV
Murray Cable Ch. 28
May 23rd at 6 p.m.

for

alloway County
Attorney
A vote for Ron Christopher is a vote for a
CHANGE in the County Attorney's Office the only other candidates are the present
County Attorney and his assistant.

ARIES

FOR TUESDAY, MAY 23, 1989
SCORPIO

(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
"It
You'll have a wealth of new ideas

(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)

Judgment is very good about
today. Others will find you convinc- financial interests today.
Partners
ing and knowledgeable. Projects make a decision about
an investment.
involving the written and spoken A creative project also proves
very
word are favored. However, a career captivating today.
delay is possible now.
SAGITTARRJS
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
tia
(Apr.20 to May 20)
flOr
This is a good day to sign a
You have good insights about contract and to hold important
disfinancial matters today. Buying and cussions with partners.
You'll be
selling are favored. An important making changes in how you
handle
decision comes now about an educa- your daily finances and expenditur
es.
tional or legal concern.
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(May 21 to June 20)
A talk related to a work project
Your communicative skills are tops goes very well. You may have
to
today. Begin creative endeavors and shoulder extra responsibilities
now,
make important phone calls. A busi- but you're happy to do so. Meet
with
ness project is brought to completion. friends after dark.
Some bills have to be paid now.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll come to an understanding
You could begin a major research with a child today. Work on creative
project today. You have good insights projects is favored today. You may
now into other's motivations. A lend your time and energy
to a
partnership decision is made today. humanitarian cause.
Tonight favors dining out.
PISCES
>Wm
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You could take on a responsibility
You could achieve recognition now in connection with a group activity.
in connection with a group activity. Today favors family interests and
Inspiration and self-discipline com- domestic decisions. You'll be buying
bine to bring you a job success now. some books for your library.
Accent family tonight.
YOU BORN TODAY are a person
VIRGO
meant to do your own thing: Before
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
SEs settling on a career, though, you may
This is a day when you can truly do some experimentation. You're
make your mark in business. Sche- somewhat restless and inclined to
dule interviews and present your accept what chance throws your way.
views to those on top. A familiar Avoid expediency and take a chance
haunt pleases you tonight.
on your talents to find fulfillment in
LIBRA
life. You're drawn to theater, writing,
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
and education and are usually an
You may have extea responsibili- ,,independent thinker. Birthdate of:
ties to deal with at home today. You'll Douglas Fairbanks, actor: Rosemary
have luck now in dealings with Clooney, singer; and Artie Shaw,
advisers and in promoting yourself. bandleader.
News comes from a distance.

A

A

Murray Youth
supporting

Pete Waldrop
Mayor
for

A man with experience in
*Health Care
'Education
'Civic Leadership
*Multi-million dollar budget management
small & large business
A man who believes in
'A strong regional university
*Traditional family values
'Traditional schools
*Continued & organized industrial growth
*Long term planning & budget management

'Seeking every avenue of money available at
state & federal level & keeping local taxes as
low as possible
'Organized & quality services for Senior
Citizens & youth
'Tough enforcement of drug laws
A man who will give the time & energy to see
Murray continue to improve

You need Pete Waldrop as Mayor.
Your children need Pete Waldrop as Mayor.

No. 1 On Ballot - No. 1 For Murray
A Man For Murray
In Every Way.

['aid for by candidate

Paid ter by committee to elect Pete Waldrop

•

,
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Sectional meet yields
some pain, some gain
89 DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray lodipe & Times Sports Editor

Erica Muskgrow traveled a long
way Saturday just for one jump,
but she'll be jumping again next
weekend in the state 2A track
finals in Lexington. There is no
"next weekend," however, for the
Murray High School Lady Tiger
relay teams, who were qualified,
then disqualified, in two events
during IA track action in the
KHSAA Section I Meet at Daviess
County High School.
Muskgrow, who has been
plagued with a weak right ankle
through much of her athletic
career, sprained her left ankle
Saturday morning while completing
her first and only jump of the day.
The injury kept her out of competition in two other events, but her
one jump — 16 feet, nine inches
after she fell backward in the pit —
was good enough for first place in
the 2A girls' long jump event.
The Lady Tigers' relay team of
Yolanda Greenfield, Kristi Bell,
le
er Parker and Ann Greenfield
so were good enough for second
pitce in the 800-meter relay and
first in the 400-meter relay. They
were disqualified in both events,
ho ever, after running on the lines
which separate the lanes.
It was a day to celebrate Murphy's Law — what could go
wrong, did. "It didn't work out the
way we were hoping it would,"
said Murray coach Jim Harrell.
who had hoped to see his girls'
relay team improve upon their
second -place finish in last year's
state finals. "There were a lot of
bad breaks."
Luckily, Muskgrow's ankle
wasn't one .of them. Calloway
girls' trYck coach Stephanie Wyatt
said Muskgrow will be ready for
her final high school athletic competition next weekend — and

Don't cry

added that the 16-9 jump was better than any other leap posted
among the four 2A sectional meets
held statewide.
"It's hurt," Wyatt said, "but
she'll be ready to go by Saturday."
Wyatt said Muskgrow would rest
the ankle until Wednesday and, on
Saturday, "we'll tape both of them
(ankles) up to her neck."
Muskgrow won't be completely
lonely at the state finals, and the
sectional meet wasn't a completely
horrid day for area athletes. Murray
High's Tigers came within one
event of winning the IA sectional
championship and claimed five
firsts on the day, two each by Brian
Sowerby and Jim Hornbuckle and
one by James Westphal.
Sowerby won the 100-meter
dash in 11.1 seconds and the
200-meter dash in 22.1 while Hornbuckle was posting leaps of 21-6
and 43-5 to claim the long and
triple jumps. Westphal cruised the
mile in 4:45.2 for first place.
Meanwhile, Cynthia Garland
shattered her own Calloway school
record in the discus, winning the
event with a throw of 110-2, and
qualified in the shotput with a
second-place finish. Stephanie Rutledge was second in the IA discus
for Murray High, and Ann Greenfield and Yolanda Greenfield finished 1-2 in the long jump for
Murray.
It was, however, a day of disappointment as well. Murray High's
Tam' Olive just missed qualifying
in the shotput and discus events,
finishing third in each event. "She
just never did get her better throw
off in either event," Harrell said.
Calloway's boys were shut out
of the state finals, as Mike Bommarito finished third in the high
jump and Michael Ross sixth in the
1600-meter run. Lady Laker Pam
Bucy was nipped at the wire in the
800-meter run and finished third

we're going to the state finals

Calloway County's Cynthia Garland (right) wipes a tear from the cheek of teammate Erica Muskgrow as
Lady Laker assistant coach Sherri Gallimore treats Muskgrow's injured ankle during the KHSAA Sectional Track Meet at Daviess County High School Saturday. Muskgrow's only jump of the meet was good
enough to win first place and qualify her for the state finals next weekend while Garland won the discus
event with a school-record toss and qualified for the state finals in the shotput by finishing second.
despite posting a personal best time
of 2:29.
While the Murray Tigers were
sending individuals to the state
finals in five events, Harrell was
disappointed in the team finish,
which saw Murray third with 76
points behind Mayfield (85) and

EEECT mr"

'4"1411 \

Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

Providence (77). "We felt like we
could have won the sectional,"
Harrell noted, pointing out that
Murray had no entry in one event
due to an absence and failed to
score in two other events
Murray was also third in the
girls' IA team standings, while

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Amy Haskins won her second
straight regional tennis title in
grand fashion on Saturday, losing
just one game in both her semifinal
and final matches.
Haskins downed Katherine Hicks
of Christian County 6-1, 6-0 for the
championship after earlier turning
back Nicki Edwards of Lone Oak
6-0, 6-0 in a semifinal contest.
Murray High's Beth Wilson lost
in the semifinals to Hicks, dropping a 6-7, 6-3, 6-2 decision.
Murray High's doubles tandem
of Katherine Oakley and Kim Sexton lost in the semifinals also, fall-

May 23rd, 1989

Calloway County needs a sheriff that has plans to fulfill current and future law enforcement needs.

CHARLES STEPHENSON HAS PLANS.
His plans include:
* employing a full-time criminal investigator;
* employing all highly trained and experienced dupties;
* employing experienced office personnel;
* actively seeking federal grants to improg the quality of law enforcement;
* cooperating fully with all other law enforcement agencies and the local and state government; and
* actively promoting and supporting the activities of WANT (Western Area Narcotics Team), DARE
(Drug and Alcohol Resistance and Education), Just Say No, Operation ID., MADD (Mothers Against
Drunk Drivers), SADD (Student Against Drunk Drivers) and other worthwhile programs.

ELECT A PROFESSIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
SHERIFF OF CALLO WAY COUNTY
CHARLES STEPHENSON has over 28 years of law enforcement experience as a Kentucky
State Policeman. Get the most law enforcement experience for your tax dollar.

CHARLES STEPHENSON
CALLOWAY COUNTY SHERIFF
May 23rd1 1989

AMY HASKINS
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The girls' under-14 Chiefs finished second in a soccer tournament at Cape Girardeau over the
weekend, winning two of four
games and tying champion Cape.
The Chiefs met the host team in
the first game, coming away with a
2-2 tic after goals by Jill Miller and
Kim Johnson. The Chiefs then
edged Carbondale, Ill. 1-0 on Miller's first-half goal and defeated

Jo

201 SI

ing to eventual champion Lana Allcock and Shari Brantley 6-2, 6-0.
Allcock-Brantley defeated teammates Jody Tick and Julie Grogan
in the title match.
On the boys side, Brad Smith of
Christian County won the singles
title, defeating Seph Jensen of
Mayfield 6-2, 7-6. In doubles
action, Lone Oak's Chad Dowdy
and Richard Tracy defeated Charlie
Seabury and Chad Roedemeier of
Paducah Tilghman 6-1, 7-5.
Lone Oak won both the girls and
boys team competitions, and will
advance to the state finals in Lexington along with the top two singles and doubles finishers. The
state finals are slated for June 1-3.

Chiefs place second in tourney
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Haskins blitzes opposition

Calloway County
Sheriff

—ELECT—

Calloway placed fifth in the 2A
girls' team race and ninth in the
boys' ranking. Paducah Tilghman
won the 2A boys team title, Fort
Campbell the 2A girls' crown,
Mayfield the IA boys' honor and
Providence claimed the top team
spot in IA girls' competition.

BALTIMORE (AP) — Around
the final turn they came as one, the
sound of eight hooves pounding the
dirt in rhythm to the din of 90,000
voices, raised to what probably was
the greatest Preakness ever run.
It could have been Affirmed and
Alydar in the Belmont Stakes 11
years earlier as they passed the
grandstand, racing stride for stride
to the wire. But this was little Pimlico, the tightly wound one-mile
track where would-be Triple Crown
winners either fizzle or move on to
their final test in the Belmont.
This was Sunday Silence and
Easy Goer, flanks pressed so tightly they mingled the sweat of their
bodies, heads so close they
breathed as one, speeding toward
the finish line like two hell-bent
meteors plunging into the sun.
"I didn't think we'd won it."
said Sunday Silence's co-owner,
Arthur B. Hancock III.
But his horse, trained by another
of the co-owners, 76-year-old
Charlie Whittingham, had won it,
then survived a foul claim by Easy
Goer's rider, Pat Day. The margin
of victory was called a nose, but it
couldn't have been more than a
nostril. At the wire, Sunday
Silence's head bobbed up, and that
was the difference — no more.
With a time of 1:53 4-5 over the
1 3-16 miles, Saturday's Preakness
was the third-fastest ever run, just
two-fifths of a second off the
record by Tank's Prospect in 1985
and one-fifth slower than Gate
Dancer the year before. The first
six furlongs went by in 1:09 3-5,
the equivalent of a sprinter breaking 10 seconds in the 100 meters.
And there was another 3V2 furlongs
left.
Now, there is the 1V2 miles of
Belmont left before Sunday Silence
can lay claim to the first Triple
Crown championship since
Affirmed.

Regional tennis tournament

harles Stephenson

aid for by the Candidate

Sunday Silence
noses'Goer for
Preakness win

BL

Jackson, Mo. 3-1 as Vanessa Sammons, Miller and Johnson scored.
The only loss came in the final
game, when Perryville, Mo. shutout
the Chiefs 1-0.
Chiefs goalie Iris Sewell
accounted for 46 saves during the
tournament and defensive praise
went to Leah Stuart, Vair Booth
and Maggie Snyder.

P1
ME

Ke

Vote for

Pete Waldrop
for Mayor

JOE EDD

N(

1113for0D

Magistrate District II
Pete & Joy Waldrop

A Family For Murray
In Every Way.
Mark. Joy & Julie

Putter

Paid for by Committee
to elect Pete Waldrop

I have a genuine respect for
Calloway County and its people.
I have the experience and willingness
to work hard to keep our County a
place to be proud of.
Paid for by Candidate
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Bulls disrupt Piston perfection; L.A. out-subs Suns
fourth quarter, held Detroit to just 88 points, you've got to be happy
38.5 percent shooting.
with the way you played against
And it was Jordan who led the
this team. I'm real surprised."
defense.
_ The Pistons, who had won their
"Detroit is the best defensive
first seven playoff games and were
team in the NBA," Chicago coach
riding a club-record 12-game winDoug Collins said. "I just told our
ning streak - 25 at home - had
guys to keep it on the line and see
been holding opponents to 89.6
what happens. If the ball is loose
points in the playoffs. In winning
on the floor, go down and get it. all six regular-season games
"I thought our aggressivenoss on
against the Bulls, Detroit had held
defense was outstanding. When
Jordan to a 27.7 scoring average.
you look up on the board and see
"I'm not here just to lay down

AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP)
- The Chicago Bulls tore the page
marked "defense" out of Detroit's
book and let the Pistons see how
the other half lives.
The Bulls beat the Pistons 94-88
in the first game of the Eastern
Conference finals on Sunday, wiping out the home-court advantage,
just as the Bulls had done in their
first two playoff series.
Chicago, with Michael Jordan
sconng 10 of his 32 points in the

and let the Pistons walk all over
us," Jordan said. "It's going to be
tough from here on in."
Detroit guards Isiah Thomas, Joe
Dumars and Vinnie Johnson had
been averaging 43.8 points in the
playoffs. But the Bulls' defense
held the trio to just 27 points Sunday on 11 -for-45 shooting from the
field.
Rick Mahorn led Detroit with 17
points, but he missed two free
throws and was called for an offen-

Van Slyke, Schroeder display their value
Compiled From AP Reports
In four at-bats, Andy Van Slyke
showed the Pittsburgh Pirates what
they've been missing most of the
season.
It only took one swing, however,

for Bill Schroeder to show the Milwaukee Brewers what they'd given
up.
Van Slyke, who recently came
off the disabled list, had four hits,
drove in four runs and scored four

SCOREBOARDa-%
"See me fora]]
yourfamily
insurance Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there
needs."
Jane Rogers

I

State Farm Ins Jrance ComplapieS
Home Off CeS Bloomington Illinois

I

753-9627
201 S. 6th St.
18 Ludwg riemrath J, Canaca. No 71T. 1988
Iola-Judd, 213 878
Row 7
19 r-Dicher They'. Belgium. No 12T, 1988 PenskeCoswonh. 213 120
20 r•Bernard Jourdain. Mexico, No 69, LolaCosworth. 213 105
21 kitchael Andres, Nazareth, Pa. No 6. LolaChevy. 218 774
Row II
22 Torn Sneva, Paradise Valley. Ariz , No 7. 1988
Lola-Buick, 218 396
23 Gordon Johncock. Hastings, Mich , No 91, 1988
Lola-Buick. 215 072
21 Derek Daly Ireland. No 10T. Lola-Judd.
214 237
Row 9
25
14 R-John
02
Jones. Canada, No 65. Lolathv
osortn.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - The lineup far the May 28
Indranapolw 500, h•ung drIvcr', horoctown, car member,
chamtwensuas .d aacraes qualrficauon spud la pules
rex hour for ale four laps (10 auks) around the
255 m-ile Indranapolis Sioux Speedway track (r-denotes
rook/e).
Row 1
1 Flack Mears, Bakersfield. Calif . No 4, PenskeChevy, 223 885 rrph
2 Al Unswr, Abuouerotie. NIA . No 25, PenskeChewy. 223.471
3 Emerson Finipaldi Brazil, No 20 PenskeChevy, 222 329
Row 2
4. im Crawford. Scotland No 15, 1987 Lola
Buck, 221 450
5 liana Andrers. Nazareth. Pa.. No 5, LolaChevy, 220 486
6 Scoq Brayton. Coldwater Mich , No 22, LolaBuick. 220 459
Row 3
7 Bobby Rahal, Dubhn, ONo, No 18. Lola Cosworth 219 530
8 Al Llnser Jr Albuquerque N.M . No 2, Lola
Chevy 218 642
9 Raul Boesel Brazil, No 30, Lola-Judd,
218 228
Row 4
10 A J Foyt. Houston Texas. No 14, LolaCosworth, 217 136
11 Randy Lows. Hillsborough. Calf. No 28. LolaCoswont, 216 494
12 John Andretti. IrKharlapolts N070. 1988 LolaBuick, 215 611
Row 5
13 To Fab. Italy. No 8. March•Porsche. 215 564
14 Gary Bettenhausen. Monrovia • Ind . No 99,
1987 Lola-Buick, 215 230
15 Ane Luyendyk. Netherlands, No 9. LolaCosworth. 214 883
Row 6
th Toro Palrnroth, Finland, No 56 1988 LolaCesroorth, 214 203
17; r-Soon Pruett. Dubin. 084.. No.3T, Lob-Judd,
21955

26. Danny Sullivan.
Ky No 1T, PenskeChewy. 216 027
27 Kevin Cogan. Palos Verdes, Calif , No 11, 1988
March-Cosworth, 214 569
Row 10
28 Rocky Moran. Pasadena Calf. No 48, 1986
March-Cosworth, 214 212
29 Domnic Dobson, San Anselmo, Calf , No 861.
Lola-Coswonh. 213 590.
30 Bill Vukovich III. Fresno. Call. No 81. 1988
Lola-Judd, 216 698
Row 11
31 Davy Jones, McGraw, NY . No.507. 1988 LolaCosworth, 214 279
32 Pancho Caner. Brownsburg. Ind No 24. LolaCossorth, 214.067.
33 Rich Vogler. Indianapolis, No 29, 1996 MarchCosworth. 213 219
• • •
First Alternate-Johnny Rutherford, Port Worth.
Texas, No 98, Lola-Coswortn, 213 097
Second Alternate-Phil Krueger Indianapolis,
No 77. 1988 Penske-Cosworth. 212 458
• • •
Average for 33 slaners-216.588 mph (new record;
old record 210 280 mph. 1986)

Jane Rogers Insurance
201 South 6th Street

753-9627

times as Pittsburgh pounded Houston 17-5 Sunday at the Astrodome.
Schroeder, traded by Milwaukee
to California, came up against his
former teammates with the bases
loaded and hit his second career
grand slam, and the Angels went
on to defeat the Brewers 12-9.
"I was pumped up today. Oh,
yeah, I wanted to play well against
them," Schroeder said. "The game
was on TV (in Milwaukee), and
I'm sure all my friends were
watching."
Schroeder was traded to California last winter after 10 seasons
with the Brewers' organization.
Claudell Washington homered
twice and drove in four runs for the
Angels. Washington hit an RBI
double in the first, a two-run homer
in the second and a solo homer in
the sixth, his fifth of the season. He
also singled in the eighth. '
While Van Slyke recovered from
a pulled rib-cage muscle, the
Pirates' offense flopped and they
fell into last place in the National
League. East.

"Until I start feeling better, I'm
always going to have doubts when
I'm up at the plate," Van Slyke
said. "You can try to eliminate the
injury from your mind, but it's not
very easy. I don't think it is going
to get any better at this point."
Van Slyke had two singles, a
double and home run in leading the
Pirates' 18-hit attack. Bobby Bonilla added three RBIs and hit his
fifth homer.
Last season, Van Slyke hit .288
with 25 homers, 100 RBIs and 15
triples. He also won a Gold Glove
for his work in center field.
Elsewhere in the National
League it was Montreal 3, Los
Angeles 1; San Francisco 10, New
York 6; Philadelphia 3, San Diego
1; St. Louis 6, Atlanta 1 in 10
innings and Cincinnati 7, Chicago
2.
In other games, New York beat
Seattle 6-2, Detroit beat Kansas
City 4-2, Cleveland beat Baltimore
2-0, Toronto beat Chicago 9-3,
Oakland beat Boston 5-4 and Minnesota beat Texas 6-1.

Youth leagues

Wilson continues no-hit streak;
McKeel homers in Walter's win
Trent Wilson's encore wasn't
exactly as impressive as his start,
but opposing Kentucky League batters. still haven't solved his
delivery.
Wilson, who threw a no-hitter
and hit for the cycle in his first
outing this year, hurled three no-hit
innings for Storey's Saturday night
and rapped a home run, triple and
double at the plate in a 23-5 win
over World of Sound. Billy Smith
tripled and Mitch Ryan and David
Crouch doubled in support of Storey's, while Shane Wilkerson

tripled for World of Sound.
In the first game Saturday, Walter's Pharmacy defeated Rotary 9-3
as Josh McKeel picked up the win
and homered. Matthew Roberts
added a double and triple for Walter's and Brent Underhill also
doubled. D.J. Steffey was two for
two for the Rotary.

sive foul in the final minute

• • •
LA. LAKERS 127
PHOENIX SUNS 119
The Lakers were without Magic
Johnson for nine minutes in the
second half Saturday, first because
he was in foul trouble and then
because he fouled out.
But Laker reserves Orlando
Woolridge, Michael Cooper and
Mychal Thompson stepped in and

helped the Lakers to a 1-0 lead in
the Western Conference finals.
Woolridge had 13 points, seven
rebounds, two blocked shots and
three assists, Cooper had eight
points and eight assists and
Thompson added eight points.
Byron Scott was also in foul
trouble and sat out for seven
minutes midway through the second half, and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
took a knee to his right hip and sat
out the final four minutes.

VOTE

Ronny

GARDNER
for
Calloway County

JAILER
Paid For By Candidate

For A

FREE RIDE
To The Polls

all
7531266:

Please Vote

Ron Christopher
Calloway County
Attorney
Paid for by Candidaie

Please Vote
for
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SALE SALE SALE
aff

Sale Ends May 31
Be F. Goodrich
Life Saver
Radial Pass Tires
Now On Sale

31-1050-15
Reg. Price - s146.75
On Sale - $85.00
*Free Mounting and
Computer Balance
On All Our Tires.

Many More Sizes to Choose From

All White Side Wall Are

50% Off.

z

Wheel Sale
Keystone Chrome Directional
Spoke Wagon Wheels

Save on Multi-Mile
and Grand Am Tires
10% to

30%

30% Off

On All Tires In Stock

Now Only $45.00 Each
Carry-out - Save

Magistrate-District 1

Light Truck Rut Tires

$54.00

4

*Free Mounting and Computer Balance
*Free Road Hazard Warranty.

Service Specials
4.1

Oil Change And
Chassis Lubrication
Only - $8.00

Transmission
Tune-up/Fluid
And Filter Change
Sale - $25.00

Computer
Wheel Balancc

$3.00 Each

Economy Tire
203 E. Main, Murra

'

GERALD DUNCAN

General "Grabber"

Save 50%
P18575R14
844.00
P21575R15

I

753-8500
TAW

I would fitst like to apologize to those voters in District
#1 that I haven't met personally. It has been next to
impossible to meet everyone, but if anyone has any
question, please call me at 753-6425 or 753-5669. I would
appreciate your input on our district.
Our District #1, in Calloway County was recently
chosen as the #1 retirement area in the USA.Let's also make
this area the #1 place to live and work.
While talking to people throughout District #1, their
main concerns are as follows:
#1 Fire stations that would lower insurance rates
#2 Better roads
#3 Garbage dumpsters
#4 Better water systems

These concerns are my concerns.
For your best representation in
Fiscal Court please vote for

Gerald Duncan
#1 ON THE BALLOT
#1 IN THE POLLS
#1 FOR THE PEOPLE
CONCERN, VISION, INTEGRITY
Paid for by Jerry Duncan & Sandra Thurman

PAC:F. 10
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FARM AND AG NOTES
PRODUCTION SALE
Sat.,

ay 27, 1989 -- 12:30 p.m.

Farm located 9 miles North
of Camden, TN just off Hwy. 641

Nit

SELLING 50 LOTS
Bulls

Mature Cows * Bred and Open Heifers
EUGENE HUNT & SON

Rt. # 1, Camden, TN
(901) 584-2147

Eugene (901) 584-5463
Terry (901) 586-2566

Come To The

(CANOLA FIELD DAY)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Introducing A New Cash Crop
Discussion On Production
View Several Varieties
Crop Harvesting Demonstration

1Location: Joe Carro
way Farm, 121 South
Date:Tuesday, May 30
Time: 5:00 P.M.

C

}

HUTSON AG
SERVICE

Murray
753-1933

Hazel
498-8142

Livestock report

Wiswell
753-6414

FEEDERS: STEERS: Medium
and Large No.1 120-1551b.
105.00-137.00, 300-4001b.
Twenty-three 4-H'ers,from Ken85.00-110.00, 400-5001b.
tucky
will be among about 250
91.00-100.00, 500-6001b.
youth
from
the seven Tennessee
85.00-88.00, 600-700lb.
Valley states attending the 34th
75.00-85.00, 710-7901b. 72.00,
annual 4-H Regional Resource
Medium No.2 380-4001b.
Develop
ment Conference at Fonta86.00-88.50, 620-6401b.
na Dam, N.C., June 5th. through
72.00-76.00, small No.1 300-500
75.00-85.00, 500-6001b. 9th.
The week-long event, titled
70.00-74.00, small No.2 300-4551b.
70.00-71.00 500-600lb. "Natural Resources: Our Natural
Heritage - Our National Hope,"
61.00-66.00.
will include workshops dealing
HEIFERS: Medium and Large
No.1 300-400lb. 80.00-90.00, with atmosphere, soils, minerals
400-5001b. 77.00-86.50, 4351b. and energy, forestry, wildlife,
90.00, 500-6501b. 69.00-78.00, water and human resources, said
6251b. 70.25, 750-800lb. Dennis Goodman, Extension program specialist with the University
66.00-72.00, Medium No.2
of
Kentucky College of
300-500lb. 65.00-76.00 500-6001b.
Agricultu
re.
70.00, Small No.1-2 300-5001b.
''We're trying to develop for our
50.00-75.00 most 64.00-70.00,
youth an awareness of an apprecia500-6001b. 70.00-73.00.
tion
for our resources," said
WASHINGTON (AP) - MonSTOCK COWS and CALVES:
santo Agricultural Co. of St Louis, Medium and Large No.1 675-780 Goodman.
Sessions are taught by extension
Mo., has been given permission tcr individual 900.00 Medium
No.2
conduct the first field testing of a
550-600.00 with 200-300lb. calves
genetically altered soybean variety, at side.
the Agriculture Department said
STOCK COWS: Medium No.1
Monday.
465.00.
The new variety, which contains
STOCK BULLS: Large No.1-2
a petunia gene, is expected to be
Heavy rains earlier* this spring
Brangus
945-10151b. 69.50-75.00. and
unaffected by glyphosate, a weedkrecent cool, wet weather are
SHEEP: 9 Slaughter Lambs;
iller sold by Monsanto under the'
increasin
g diseases in tobacco plant
Chocie 8511b 80.00.
trade name of Roundup. Testing
beds, according to a plant patholobegins this month and will continue
through the summer at sites in
Jerseyville, Ill.; Whiteville, Tenn.:
and Stuttgart, Ark.
"Glyphosate tolerance in soybeans would offer new production
possibilities to American farmers,"
said James W. Glosser, administrator of the department's Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service.

Monsanto given
OK to test
soybean variety

ATTENTION
Tobacco Growers:;

Hail, wind & fire insurance now available
with large deductible at a reduced rate.
Premium may be paid when tobacco is sold.

ELECT

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

BOB

or-

4-H conference planned;
state members to attend

Cattle 420 Compared to last
week Slaughter Steers and Heifers
untested Cows steady - 1.00
Higher, Bulls steady, Calves steady
1.00-Higher.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Breaking
Utility and Commercial 2-4
45.00-47.25 few 51.00-53.00, Cutter and Boning Utility 1-3
45.00-51.00, Several dairy breds
46.00-50.00, Cutter 1-2
41.00-46.25.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Yeild
grade 1-2 1605-18251b. indicating
78-80 Carcass boning percent
56.75-62.75, mostly 62.25-62.75.
SLAUGHTER CALVES: Choice
375-4751b. Calves 70.00-74.00.

specialists and professors from the
Tennessee Valley land-grant
universities.
The annual event, which Goodman said is the longest continuous
environmental effort for youth in
the United States, is sponsored by
the Extension Services of the landgrant universities in the seven Tennessee Valley states.
Also sponsoring the event is the
Tennessee Valley Region Association of Demonstration Farm Families, and the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
There will be 4-H'ers from Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia and
Kentucky attending the conference,
Goodman said.
Also attending the conference
from the Kentucky delegation will
be two 4-H leaders and two 4-H
Extension agents, he said.

Tobacco disease increase

"Your Full Farm Ag Service"

.
x

Miierray Ledger & Times

Dan Shipley or Ton/ Scruggs

NANNEY

753-4751

NIL

Be! Air Center

PROPERTY VALUATION
ADMINISTRATOR (PVA)
*P.V.A. office will be open during noon hour
*Eager to work for the people of Calloway County
*Proven record of working with people of Calloway County - over 20 years
in insurance business

Your old mower
is worth at least

*#1 in qualification and #1 on ballot
I have attempted to wxach of you.during the campaign and I will continue
to see as many of you as possible prior to the election. However, if I am
unable to see you personally, please accept this as my request for your vote
and support.
Paid For By Candidate

Maybe more.
When you trade up to Snapper.
Get rid of your old rider and receive a generous trade
allowance* toward your purchase
of a Snapper at regular retail
price. With a Snapper you'll
get the dependability you've
always wanted.
Hurry, offer
ends soon.*

40.

•
,!1•41'

'Not applicable
on model 25066

gist at the university of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
"County extension agents from
all regions of the state are reporting
increased activity of common
seedbed diseases in tobacco, especially in beds not receiving fungicide treatements," said Bill Nesmith, extension plant pathologist.
Observations last week during a
plant bed tour suggested those farmers who rused Ridomil on the
seed beds and continue to use
weekly foliar sprays with fungicides and streptomycin had much
better plant beds than those who
;did not, he said.
Many plants have been stunted
or killed due to root and stem rot
caused by attacks from the soilborne fungi, Pythium and Rhizoctonia.
Leaf tissue is being damaged by
angular leaf spot and anthracnosc
diseases, he said.
Nesmith said that farmers also
need to be aware of increased possibilities of blank shank in their
fields this year.
"Many fields not previously contaminated became infected during
the past year, especially those
where low land 'flooding oecurred.
Many plant beds have become contaminated although symptoms may
not yet be present," he said.
The best protection against black
shank is to plant in sites ffee of the
pathogen with plants free of the
disease. The next best approach, he
said, is to plant varieties resistant
to black shank and to apply two
pounds of Ridomil per acre in the
soil as a preplant application.
In addition, farmers should examine plant beds for signs of black
shank before transplanting. If any
of the plants show signs, Nesmith
adivises that none of the plants
from the bed be used.
The plant pathologist warns farmers to watch for signs of black
root rot this year. The fungus causing the disease Thielaviopsis basicola, is favored by cool, wet soils.
Fields most likely to have problems with black root rot are those
where susceptible varieties are
grown in soils planted continuously
for two years or more to tobacco.
"Even resistant varieties without
crop rotation could sustain significant damage this year, because of
high fungus populations and ideal
conditions. Highly resistant varieties, however, should not be
damaged," he said.
Nesmith said farmers finding
tobacco diseases should consult
their Extension agent for agriculture for advice.

•

Hog Market

‘4;
WC.
'
1

Amenca 6
Chace
Federal-Mate 1,1arket Nein Service hlay 22, 19110 Kentacky Purchase Ares Hog Market Report Includes Buying Steams Receipts: Act 743, EA NS Barrows & Gals
fully to 100 higher, Sows -54-1.00 hisho.
LS 1-2
LS 11 200-220
IS 2-3 720-254 be144.25-64.7S
LS 14 150-271
$412S-4425
Sows
LS 1.2 270.350
------_---5305).22-S6
US 1-1 300400
US 1-3 400-500 lbs.._
S24-36-3120
LS 1-3 SIN and up
Ulf/3SM
US 2-3 IMMO Rs
S21151-29141
San 53.00-3131

nolss

I

Please permit me to introduce my campaign staff. First my wife. Elite, she is "Boss
of
Operations"; also she is employed at the ASAC office. My PR Person and legman is Shannon, my
oldest daughter who will be a senior in college this fall. That charming voice you hear on tfie radio
belongs to my daughter Kelsey. who is a freshman in high school. My talented fifth
grade
daughter. Carroll Lane, is in charge of all artwork. Last, but not least, the captain
of the pep
squad. Courtney, my third grade daughter cheers us all after a long day.
We have attempted to visit with each of you during the campaign and will continu
e to contact
as many as possible. However, if through all our efforts we have missed you. I would like take
to
this opportunity to state that I would sincerely appreciate a chance to serve the people of
Calloway County as its county attorney. In order to have that chance. I need your Vote
on May
23rd. My promise is that if elected, I'll get the job done!

Please Vote for

RON CHRISTOPHER
Calloway County Attorney
Paid for by Candidate

Ask for a FREE
SNAPPER demonstration.
ASK ABOUT SNAP-CREDIT
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Ws a snap with a Snapper.

iFY211;14*
,
•

Murray Home & Auto
J&Livaiid

Chestnut Street
Murray. Ky

753 2571 cu 753 4110

7

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Leases Trucks
for farming
Call Gene
753-2617
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Calloway ranks lowest in unemployment in area
Calloway County had the lowest
unemployment rate for March in a
four-county area, according to esti-

mates from the Mayfield Labor
Force Profile.
The estimates from the Profile, a
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g5 SUGGESTED RETAIL
$1 2 Q SALE PRICE
*2.00 REBATE

ELECT

Announcements Turn Flunking
Senior Into an Eager Graduate
DEAR ABBY: Our son is a senior
this year, but because he fooled
around and skipped school so much,
he does not have enough credits to
graduate with his class. He plans to
go to summer school to get the credits he is short, but he is not allowed
to participate in the graduation ceremonies with the rest of his class.
The graduation announcements,
thank-you cards, etc. had to be ordered months ago. (They cost me
$75.)Since my son won't be graduating, I don't think we should send out
any announcements. His grandmother thinks that we should go
ahead and send them. His father
says if we send the graduation announcements, a note should be enclosed explaining the situation.
My son wants them sent because
of the money and gifts he might receive.
What do you think?
A TUG OF WAR
DEAR TUG:I think you should
not send graduation announcements until there is a graduation
to announce.

WILLIAM "BILL"

DEAR ABBY:You had a letter in
your column from a young girl whose
parents were divorced. She complained that her mom had to work
two jobs because her father fails to
send support checks.
Abby,please be fair and print this
letter. It's from a daddy who does
pay child support money, but Mom
spends it on something other than
the child.
In my case, my ex-wife sends our
son to me whenever it suits her convenience. When the boy arrives(he's
now 12 years old), his clothes are
shabby, his shoes have holes in the
soles, he wears no socks, and he
carries a battered suitcase with
underwear that's ready for the rag
bin. My first job is get the boy a
haircut and buy him some decent
clothes and shoes.
Abby, something should be done
about monitoring "Mom" to be sure
that the support checks she receives
are spent on supporting the child.
EQUAL TIME IN NEWARK,N.J.
DEAR EQUAL TIME: I received many letters such as
yours. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: So, Daddy doesn't
send the support money! Well, I am
one daddy who has sent $2,000 a
month for the support of my two
children,but Mommy tells them that
their father is a rich but stingy man
who doesn't give her enough money
to support them.
Abby, in addition to the $2,000 a
month,I pay tuition and transportation to their boarding schools.
(Mother does not work,but she sends
the children to boarding schools
anyway.)
At Christmastime, I give each
child $1,000 for clothes, but they
don't see a penny of it because their
mother keeps putting offtaking them
shopping for the clothes. Last Easter,
the children were put on a plane to
spend the holiday with me,and they
arrived looking like a pair of ragamuffins.
I am sure this letter could have

.
i

BA EY

been written by many fathers,so you
can sign it ...
DIVORCED DAD, ANYWHERE
USA OR CANADA

1 0195 (White Only)

,...-

JAILER
N'.8
On the Ballot

* •*

DEAR ABBY: Thank you for giving your personal stamp of approval
to the suggestion that all wedding
guests wear name tags — especially
when the bride's family members
have never met any of the groom's
family.
I would add yet another suggestion: Along with the name,indicate
"affiliation" — such as "Mildred
Shannon, cousin of the groom," or
"Paul Brownell,brother ofthe bride."
BILL ARMSTRONG,
NEWPORT BEACH

OLYMPIC
OVERCOAT'
HOUSE PAINT

•15 year guarantee U Excellent for hard
O Made specifically to hoard stucco, nusA xirv
bond to previmsly
and aiuminum •
painted surfaces

MURRAY LUMBER CO.

-

104 Maple

Paid for by Candidate

753-3161
L

Murray needs an experienced, full-time Mayor.

***

at

The facts about drugs. AIDS, and how
to prevent unwanted pregnancy are all in
Abby's new, expanded booklet, "What
Every Teen Should Know."To order,send
your name and address, plus check or
money order for UM ($4 in Canada) to:
Dear Abby's Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 4.47,
Mount Morris, III. 61054. (Postage is included.)

about Butch
Seargent?

***

PO

IC

labor force of 14,889, total employment of 14,094 and total unemployment of 795 in March for a 5.3
percent unemployment rate. The
figures are down from 8.5 in
February but up 0.6 percent from
March, 1988. Fulton County had
the highest unemployment rate in
March at 9.3 percent.

Van Buren

(1us
in
by
n-

division of the Cabinet for Human
Resources, covered the civilian
labor force, employment, unemployment, and unemployment rates
for Kentucky and the Mayfield
Local Office. The counties grouped
with Calloway are Graves, Fulton
and Hickman.
Calloway County had a civilian

Read the
Want ads daily

"Butch" Seargent has 8 years of hands-on
experience with Murray's City Government.

SPECIALS
Mon. & Tue,

"Because of my involvement as Director of Planning
and Engineering and as assistant to the Director of
Public Works & Utilities, I have learned first
hand... how Murray works. Plus, with my experience
as Planning Commission advisor and as the
Mayor's representative to the Purchase Area
Development District and West Kentucky's
Allied Services... I feel I can hit the floors
of City Hall 'running' with little or no
'get acquainted' time necessary."

WHITEFISH
DINNER

Broiled or Fried

'4"
Wed. & Thurs,

SEAFOOD
FEAST
A Great Buffet
of Seven Seas
Favorites - Includes
Boiled Shrimp
'All You Can Eat'

........mosassisow.ww•.:4P".""1"444.

-4414
Fri. & Sat,
Our Fabulous

20 years of business
experience as a surveyor
and land-use consultant.

SEAFOOD
BUFFET
$950
,
c even seo.s.

P•ftarl000t

Hwy 641 N.

753-4141

Preservation' First
•••••••••

ELECT

RICKY
EDWARDS
Calloway County
Coroner
* The ONLY Candidate Certified By The
State of Ky!

"As a surveyor, I've been able to stay
closely involved with such City projects as:
the New $9 Million Waste-Water Treatment Facility:
Expansion of the Murray Water System;
Expansion of the Murray Natural Gas System;
The M.S.U. Comprehensive Plan and in the
construction of the 12th Street and
Glendale Road projects. I feel my business
is very much a part of Murray... and always will be.

MON!

13 years of in-depth
Involvement with
Murray civic pride.

•

eamminNalli

"I have always felt that our
efforts with projects like
'Preservation First' were an
Investment in our future.
These go hand -in-hand with
the economic development
projects such as: Fisher
Price, Briggs & Stratton.
Ryan Milk and KenLake Foods
relocation which I was
fortunate to have a 'hand'in."

A Main Street Murray
family thatenjoyseverything
our City stands for.
"From Trice (at the top) who has
joined our surveying business, to
Todd in his final year at Murray High,
their mom, Jan, a speech pathologist
with the Murray School System,
.4, to yours truly... serving our City is
really a family affair."

* The ONLY Candidate With Experience
As Coroner!
* I Am Not Affiliated With Any Funeral
Home!
* Your Vote And Support Appreciated!
* #1 On The Ballot!
Paid for by candidate

A votefor Murray is a votefor

F-T-SEARGENT
"BUTCH"

Paid for by Candidate
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Sen. Ford,spouse had net worth of $823,016 in 1988
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford and his wife
had a minimum net worth last year
of at least $823,016, according to
the Kentucky Democrat's financial
disclosure statement.

But that figure does not include
the value of their homes in Owensboro, Ky., and suburban Maryland.
The Fords' net worth, not counting
real estate, could range as high as
$1,645,000, the statement shows.

Asked if he is a millionaire, Ford
said, "Just barely."
Ford, who was governor from
1971-74 and who has allowed speculation to build that he might seek
the office again, amassed his

To all
the voters
of Murray and
Calloway County

wealth primarily through two fami- dividends on stock held by Jean
ly insurance agencies in Owensbor- Ford; $2,602 to $6,000 in stock
o. He sold his share in 1985 and ,dividends and interest on an insurhas almost all of his assets in bank ance policy that accrued to the
deposits.
senator; and $3,447 from his state
Ford and his wife, Jean, had a pension.
joint 1988 income ranging from
The report showed that Ford
S160,860 to S240,447, the report made only one sizable change in
said.
his financial affairs last year — he
Ford's Senate salary is $89,500. invested $100,001 to $250,000 in
He also reported receiving S28,500 the Bank of Louisville, which had
in honoraria from speaking to pri- not been listed on his 1987 report.
vate groups; $30,709 to S94,500 in
Ford said the money was in a
interest from his accounts with nine
money-market certificate. "I've
banks or thrifts, all but one of them
had some in there (Bank of Louisin Kentucky; $5,001 to $15,000 in
ville) for years," he said. "I just
rents he and his brother, Rayburn increased it."
Ford, collected on an Owensboro
Ford reported no sales of assets,
property; $1,102 to $3,500 in so the money apparently was drawn

LOUJSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Former state Sen. William Carl "Fibber" McGee, who had suffered
from cardiovascular problems for
some time, died Sunday at the age
of 60.

McGee, a...Democrat, represented
the old 19th Senate District in
southern Jefferson County from
1979 to 1983.
McGee, a native of Manton in
Washington County, died at Huma-

KIDS EAT

"We ask for your support Tuesday."'

FREE
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.

Betsy

Lynda

Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.

Kim

Paid jot by Candidate
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i
l Your local independently owned True Yaws'
Hardware Store has national chain-buying power
MMIMMOr
0 •

Bel-Air Center
753-0440

. ,. . .

igloo.

HARDWARE STORES

The Associated Press reported
earlier this year that Ford was
among several members of the
Senate Commerce Committee
whose families owned stock in
communications companies directly
affected by legislation crafted by
the committee. In Ford's case, his
wife owns stock in BellSouth Corp.
of Jacksonville, Fla. Last year, as
in 1987, her stock was worth less
than $5,000.
Ethics laws require members of
Congress to report their assets and
liabilities in broad ranges, rather
than to the penny.

#1
Bal

Sen."Fibber" McGee died Sunday

My family and I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all the wonderful
people of this community for their time and for listening to me during this
campaign.IfI have not been able to talk with you please accept my apology and
know that I will be available to you as your next County Attorney.
As your County Attorney I will work to serve and protect all familes. My
family and I have worked extremely hard in this campaign and will work
equally as hard to serve you the people.

Pat Harrington

from other bank accounts or investment income.

MEDAY
MO$9
R
I
8 ,

kta
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l
Cooler Set combines a 8.5-qt.
ice chest and 1/2-gal. jug for
stay-cold picnic treats!

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
.•
<

-

na Hospital-Suburban.
State Rep. Dottie Priddy, chairwoman of the Jefferson County
legislative delegation, said McGee
was a senator who was "dedicated
to the causes that he was interested
in — and of course he had several.
When I think of a person who really stayed behind his causes and
pushed, that's what I think of Fibber McGee."
,Priddy said McGee was elected
on platform of strong opposition
to court-ordered busing for school
desegregation, but he also fought
efforts to expand landfills in the
Okolona and Fairdale areas of Jefferson County.
He was the former owner of Fibber McGee's Lounge and Restaurant in Okolona, a popular gathering
place for politicians in the area.
His survivors include Lis wife,
the former Joan Heuke.
The funeral will be at 10 a.m.
EDT Wednesday at St. Rita Catholic Church in Louisville. Visitation
will be from 6 to 9 p.m. Monday
and after 9 a.m. Tuesday at Arch L.
Heady Okolona Funeral Home.

Treasury has
record income
tax surplus

* Continue
Murray T
* Make a si
greatest n
* Support at
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* To look in
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YES, MAA,M ..IIV
ABOUT TI.tIS N

WASHINGTON (AP) — An
unusually large surge in income tax
payments helped produce a record
$41.45 billion government budget
surplus in April, three times the
surplus posted in April 1988, the
Treasury Department said.

ILIUM

•••••=s-.,•
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680-158

MURRAY HOME
AND AUTO STORE

A message from Jailer Jerry C.
Jones to the citizens of Murray
and Calloway County. These are $<
issues I feel I need to address
concerning jail operation.

Hosernobile®
Carl

North

Side Shopping Center
Car And Home Supplies
I awn & Garden Eqpt

PHONE 753-2571
10th & Chestnut Streets

Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Frl. 7:30-5:30 quilWalk)
Sat. 7:30-5:00
Prices Expire 5-28-89

1. The menus are approved by a licensed dietician and
the Bureau of Corrections.
Stellwin
5 Pc. Grill
Cleaning Kit
Now

2. Our library and other educational programs entitle
thejail to receive commodities from the U.S. Department of Agriculture which supplements the food
budget.
3. Inmates are treated fairly and with respect and have
direct access to thejail consultant ofthe State Bureau
of Corrections. The staff has never been found
negligent in the treatment of inmates.

Meco Table-Top
Electric Grill

Now

4. Because contraband is an ever present problem ofall
jails we established a canteen to help eliminate this
problem. All proceeds are used exclusively for the
benefit of the inmates.

$
89
99

1134) THIS NEW
CIARFIELP

3RM PAVP5
BEETLE HAILE
I'M SORRY I
TEMPER, BEET
YOU FORGIVE

111:12MCLIM___
CORA'S C
IS HAVING

MASQUi

CHARCOAL
LIGHTER

2.17 rs.T1
Big & Bold 6-In. Outdoor Thermometer

COUPON

COUPON

99°ot
Charcoal
Lighter Fluid

COUPON

5. Because of the limitations of our local facility, the
Bureau of Corrections does not recommend using
inmatesfor work detail outside the confinement area.
I would like to take this opportunity to ask you for your
vote and support. When elected,Ipledgefour more years
of hard,work and dedicated service to you.

BALL TC

THE PHANTO

Thank you,

25°/0 Off
Swim Accessories
With Coupon
With This Coupon

Paid for by Candidate
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Looking Back

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+2.20
I.B.M.
Proious Close
2,501.10
Ingersoll Rand
42% +1/s
Air Products
Jerrlco
A.T.C. Class A 451
/
4 B 45%A
Kmart
AT&T
351
/
2 +%
Kroger
Bell South
49% .+%
McDonalds
Briggs & Stratton
28% +%
JCPenney
Chrysler
241
/
4 -3/6
Penwalt
CSX Corp
33% +IA
Quaker Oats
Dean Foods
31% +1
/
4
Sears
Dollar Gen. Store....10% B IIA
Texaco
441/i +1/4
Exxon
Time Inc.
49% -%
Ford
UST
General Motors
421/. unc
Wal-Mart
Goodrich
56% unc
Woolworth
Goodyear
49% +%
C.E.F. Yield

ELECT
RICHARD
WHITED

110% -I%
42% +
171
/
4 B 171
/
2A
39% +%
121/. -/
1
4
58% unc
591
/
4 +1
/
4
127% +1
/
4
59% -%
48 +3/i
54% +%
1231
/
4
25% +%
39% +1
/
4
52% +1/2
9.08
+1/
1 3

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

COURTSOUARE
753-3366

MURRAY. KY.

As Your Next

Magistrate
Dist. 3
* Continue to support the park system, Humane Society and the
Murray Transit System of which I am a Board Member.
* Make a study of all roads in the third district. Those in the
greatest need of repair will receive first priority.
* Support any recommendation to bring industry to this area that
will provide jobs for the people of Calloway County.
* To look into the possibility of getting voting precinct's changed,
so that those living just outside the city of Murray will not have to
drive to Hazel to vote.

("Your Support Is Greatly Appreciated")
"Hey. c'mon! Don't put your mouth on it!"

Paid for by Candidate

YES, M4AM I'VE BEEN REAPING
ABOUT THIS VIOLINIST...

WHEN SHE UJAS EIGHT YEARS
OLP HER TEACHER SAID,'YOU
WAVE LEARNED 50 MUCH WERE IS
NOTHING MORE I CAN TEACH YOU"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
NOT QUITE THE SAME WITH
YOU AP I, I-1U14 MA'AM?

ACROSS

/401441AG
atEPVI1EA95..11

4 Sun god
6 Courtyard
11 Habituates
13 Mistakes
15 Paid notice
16 "Bare —"
18 "My Two
Dads" star
init.
19 That thing
21 Gull-like
bird
22 Melt
24 Let it stand
26 English
streetcar
28 Individual
29 Approaches
31 Ginger
cookie
33 Grad-to-be
34 Glove for
Gary Carter
36 Journey
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RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. (AP) A Florida man was killed early
Saturday when iis single-engine
airplane crashed j,n a heavily
wooded area about 'three miles
south of this western Kentucky
town, officials said.
Logan County Coroner Doyle
'
W.,
"Jackie" Dunlap pronounced
Michael O'Brien, 22, of Daytona
Beach, Fla., dead at the scene.
O'Brien suffered massive head
injuries, Dunlap said.
An autopsy, which is routine in
such crashes, will be performed
Sunday at Humana HospitalUniversity in Louisville.
The plane, a Beechcraft Bonanza, crashed about 12:52 a.m. CDT
Saturday and was spotted off Highway 100 about 6:30 a.m. by the
Civil Air Patrol, according to state
police at the Bowling Green post.
Police said O'Brien was flying
from Daytona Beach to St. Louis.
Federal Aviation Administration
investigators arrived at the scene
Saturday afternoon.

for Vet reunion

C/ARFIELP

19

Florida man
dies in plane
crash Saturday

Low turnout

6 Flag
7 Circle part
8 Allowance
for waste
9 Maiden loved
by Zeus
10 Musical
instruments

1 By way of
2 Write
3 Greek letter
4 — in Peace
5 Item of
property

Dr. Will Frank Steely, professor
of history at Murray State College,
spoke at a meeting of Methodist
Men's Club at First United
Methodist Church on May 20.
Forty years ago
A $70,000 bond issue was sold
May 20 by Murray City Council
for the construction of buildings in
Murray City School System.
Out of a total of 2,9191 farms in
Calloway County, it was
announced that 2,491 of these
farms are members of 1949 Agriculture Conservation Program. '
Friendship Church of Christ has
almost completed its new brick
building.
Elected as officers of Home
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club were Mrs. J.A. Outland, Mrs. Noel Melugin and Mrs.
O.B. Boone.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

38 Brennan
inits,
40 Mud
42 Part of fish
line
45 Type of
cross
47 Lease
49 Portico
50 Pilaster
52 The sweetsop
54 Therefore
55 Father
56 Buys back
59 Agave plant
61 Glossy paint
63 Seesaw
65 Passageway
66 Pronoun
67 Poem

1 Vigor,

spirit

G-0-0-0-0-0-0

Ten years ago
Ted Delaney Jr., circulation
manager of the Murray Ledger ti
Tunes, has been elected president
of Kentucky Circulation Managers
Association at the spring meeting
at Winchester.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornie E. Jones
will be married for 50 years on
May 27.
Laurie Beatty, daughter of. Dr.
and Mrs. Durwood Beatty, has
been named Outstanding Senior in
Journalism at Murray State
University.
Sabrina Ann Wilfred is valedictorian and Gregory Allen Smith is
salutatorian of 1979 graduating
class of Farmington High School.
Twenty years ago
Debbie Edmonds, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs, Billy Edmonds, has
been selected .at Murray High
School.
Capt. William R. Young, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young, is stationed at Fort Knox:
Recent births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Stanfill,
April 19, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Miller, May 16.
Anne Battle, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Guy Battle, sophomore at
Murray High Sschool, won second
place in Kentucky on National
French II Test.
Thirty years ago
Jimmy Thompson and Michael
McCasey, seniors at Murray Training School who won speaking honors in Future Farmers of America
events, spoke at a meeting of MTS
Parent-Teacher Association on May
?1.
Sandra Hamrick was presented
the Anon Award by Murray Lions
Club at an awards banquet of Murray High School Band on May 19
at Murray Woman's Club House.
She is a senior.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Chumbler.

64

Note of scale
Drain
Sins
Athletic
group
23 Singer Don

Tin symbol
Decorate
Planet
Mix
14
Transfixes
Foot lever
18
Fondles
Public
storehouse
39 — split
41 Grafted
heraldry
43 Pillaged
33
44 — Law"
46 Guido's low
note
48 Dentists
43 44
forte
51 "A Farewell
to —"
III 53 Pintail duck
57 Lamprey
58 Compass
point
59 60
60 Anger
62 Three-toed
sloth
64 As far as
10
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14
17
20

24
25
27
30
32
35
37
38

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Nearly 1,000 people gathered on
the Belvedere in downtown Louisville for Kentucky's first Vietnam
Veterans' reunion.
But Cindy Dumas, a nurse who
served in Vietnam and who organized most of the reunion, called
Saturday's turnout disappointing.
Still, she said she hoped word
would spread and next year's reunion, set for May 19, would draw a
larger crowd.
For veterans, it was a chance to
soothe the wounds of combat —
and of coming home — by leaning
on others who went through the
same ordeals.
You can talk to these guys like
you can't talk to anybody else,"
said Ed Kimpel, of Edgerton. Ohio,
expressing a sentiment echoed by
many others at the reunion.
Leroy Ford, a Madisonville farmer, said he lost contact with a
dozen friends who served with him
in an airborne unit. He hoped to
find at least one Saturday.
"Just everyone you was with
was close friends. Youlpet ta be
brothers," Ford said. "If we did
this 10 or 20 years ago, they'd call
us crazy or weird. Now people
accept it. I think Kentucky needed
this."
The first reunions of Vietnam
veterans caught hold about five
years ago. They started out small,
but some now draw up to 10,000
people.

It's Coming to
Murray Cablevision
May, 24!!
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Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it may
not cover some of the
newer treatments such
as chemotherapy FICK
tree information call

oak

1•••••••
4
,

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
lies local claim 'article

LOOKING for affordable
health insurance from a
solid 'A' Excellent rated
company' Call Bankers
Life & Casualty, 603 South
4th Street, 753-3422 Free
claim service

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
Szes frorr 5e3 to '0x30
753-5562 if no answer.
753-4078, 753-0996

Instruction
ACT in TV commercials No
experience All ages Children teens young adults
'armies etc High pay TV
advertising Call for casting
,ntormation Charm Studios (313) 542-8400 Ext
2614
ADVERTISING Sales:
S250-$500 week COMMISSICIP Local company seeks
aggressive person with
good attitude Most have
sales experience and car.
Work Paducah area Call
Benton. Ky 527-3869 or
1 - 800 - 5 4 1 - 4 9 4 1
9a m -5p m Monday- Friday only
DID Christmas get you behind" Sell Avon products'
Be your own boss Work
your own hours, full or part
time Earn up to 50%! Call
today 753 0171
EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
No experience Send self
addressed stamped envelope to P0 Box 23189,
Detroit, MI 48223

--High-Pressure
Washing-Waxing-Mobile homes,

1-800-327-7728

4061E STOO• /RES TRAINING

1401 So. 16th St.

753-8691

Owen

RN Position
In Surgery

AGENTS needed $350 a
day' Processing procuct or
ders People call you No
experience Call (Refundable) 518 459 8697 ext
KA973
ARCHITECTURAL sheet
metal mechanic for established business, 5-8 years
etenence Call 753-8181
f interview

Murray
Calloway
County Hospital has
a full time position
available in surgery
for
a
registered
nurse. Hours are 2-7
p.m. with call for 8
hours pay. Qualified
applicants must be
registered with the
Kentucky Board of
Nursing. For more information contact:
Lisa Rudolph
Nurse Recruiter
803 Poplar St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-5131 ext. 302
E.O.E.

WILL mow lawns- any size,
reasonable rates Call after
5P.M Mon-Fri, anytime
weekends, Wayne 489-2342.
WILL sit with sick or elderly,
live in or out. 753-0785.

THE HART SCHOOL
•01.
, IACT Co"

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Building
753-4199

FL

140
Want
To Buy
3 POINT hitch concrete
mixer Call 753-2369 or
753-1568
BUYING aluminum cans
50e lb , battery, scrap
metal, copper and junk
cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days, 498-8785
nights
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 after
5p m

Articles
For Sale
e CARAT diamond ring,
437-4950
GOLDEN Pride Products
health & water purifiers
Call 919-765-7378.
LARGE Sizes: Ts, jerseys,
golf shirts, sweatshirts,
jackets at Faye's, 514
Main.
ORTHOPEDIC mattress &
box springs, new, $50. Radar detector, new, $20
1977 Silver Buick Regal:
350 engine, 1 year old engine with papers, 1 year old
battery, 6 month old alternator and water pump, AM/
FM cassette player. $400
or make offer 753-8946.
RIDING Mowers: 14HP
Cub Cadet hydrostatic,
12HP Craftsman 4'x8', utility trailer. Call 753-2388
after 6p.m
USED 5' Cutter Good condition, $100 753-0946
VCR Good shape $80
753-9302

Appliances
KENMORE Microwave: ex
cellent condition, 2/
1
2 years
old Call 759-1123 or
753-0578 anytime_

Home
Furnishings
ETHAN Allen solid Maple
round table anC1,4 chairs
$200 753-7481
NEW furniture Call
753-2922, ask for Neal
SOLID hard rock maple
china hutch, $750. Solid
maple end table, $30. Fedders air conditioner, 9,000
BTU, $80 Call after 5p.m
759-4842.

Farm
Equipment

2e0
Miscellaneous

HOME STUDY/RES TRAINING
•FINANCIAL A10 AVAIL.

•./09PLAWASPIT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728

BASEBALL Cards Mickey
Mantel, Rookie, mint condition, $6,500
Call
354-8050
CHANNEL Catfish Fingerlings $60 per 1,000 and up
Can
deliver
(601)840-0307
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

7
4
-4:113111Ch
4 LEARN TO DOM
TRACTOR-TRAILER
•No••porlono•

6,5

•001 carrokaaron
•Nli or pen woo
•monsmiw• Oom
•114noncesi Aoil

Avalifta

ALLIANCE
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LAIMOIt1111
CM TIM PAW

1 800-334.1203

Business
Rentals
BUILDING lust off college
campus Call 753-2967
BUILDING for retail business at Dixieland Shopping
Center on Chestnut. Heat
and air conditioning unit
provided. Available June 1.
Call 753-3018.
SHOPS for rent, Highway
94 East 759-1515

Commercial
Building
For Rent
Good Location.
753-4682 or
753-5870
Apartments
For Rent
1 BEDROOM apartmen
near university, $160
month No pets 489-2244

3 BEDROOM house near
university, $375 2 bedroom house near downtown. $325 753-4109
3 BEDROOM House
Washer/ dryer hook-up
carport, no pets, $400/
month . deposit Days
753-1953, nights
753-0870
3 BEDROOM House 905
North 16th Street, appliances furnished
492-8225
FIREPLACE, NEW APPLIANCES, 3 bedrooms,
11
/
2.bath, house on Sycamore. Central gas heat,
central air $440 Will discount rent to select tenant
753-8734
370
Livestock
& &polies
PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental and MaineAnjou crossbred service
age bulls Only the very top
performers offered for sale
All bulls health tested and
guaranteed Smith Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, KY
4 22 1 1 .
DAY
(502)235-5182, NIGHT
(502)235-5170

1 BEDROOM Apartments
Furnished, all utilities included 436-2755

FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
436-2562, 436-2758
GO carts, go carts, go carts!
5 HP single and doubie
seats Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center Industrial Road
Cal 759-9831
HOFFCO Lol Hoe Garden
Toiler only 25Ibs $22995
Keith's lawn 8 Tractor. Industrial Rd . Murray
7504831

BY Owner 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, Keeniand Dr. Appointment only. 474-2342.
COUNTRY Charm in a
small home! Fireplace, carport, outbuilding Cheaper
than rent with FHA financing
Coleman R E
753-9898
3 BEDROOM aluminum
siding, low heating bills,
front sunporch, built-in utility porch, on large lot Price
negotiable Call 345-2642
or (618)543-9476

BY Owner 3 bedroom
brick large living room with
fireplace, den, utility, all
carpeted, mini-blinds, out
building, 12110 acres on 94
West, el, miles from Murray $46,500 Must sell!
Make offer 759-1987
3 BEDROOM, aluminum
siding, large lot, city water,
mature shade in Lynn
Grove 435 4144

LAKEFRONT home for
sale- over 2100 square
feet 3 bedrooms. 3 baths
3 BEDROOM, 11
/
2 baths, on 1 acre wooded lot with
1115 Circarama, redecor- boat dock Located I
ated, $67,000, principals miles north of Paris Landonly, by appointment ing State Park $125,000
759-1401
901 -232-8392

For a free ride
to the polls call:

Rex Camp
753-9224
Or

Rupurt Maynard
753-1841

1 BEDROOM apartment
near 'downtown Murray.
753-4109
2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment: /
1
2 mile from
campus, water paid,$175 1
person, $185 2 people-.
Available now. No pets No
children. 753-5980.
2 BEDROOM apartment for
rent, no pets Call 753-0521
before 3 30p m
or
753-9475
2 BEDROOM duplex irr
Northwood $300/ month
759-4406

COMMERCIAL rental investment property for sale
Must sell, leaving the area
247-1327 or 247-8316
FOR Sale Good rental
property, four apartments,
1 block from campus
$42,000, call 753-1203
KOPPERUD Realty offers
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes,
all prices 753-1222, toll
free 1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L for courteous, competent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
tree tops(triangle bound by
3 roads) center Marshall
County. Look down on Benton's lights! Deer and wild
turkey. No building
$62,500. Joe W. Nanney,
753-9622/ 527-7864.
21
/
2 ACRE Lot: New well,
septic tank, landscaping, 8
miles north of Murray on
641, $12,000 firm. Call
753-1934 before 6p.m.
24- ACRES out 94, 732, with
well near lake, $5,000 firm
759-1419

Homes
For Sale
1 SMALL dog Shih Tsu
puppies, $150, ready for a
new home, have papers
Will have Keeshonds born
any day, $150 474-0107
AKC male Austrian Terrier
puppy Call 489-2246
AKC Registered Keeshong
Puppies Champion bloodline, $150. 247-7436.
AKC WESTIES Puppies,
$150 and Cocker Spaniel
puppies, $100 each Call
(90 )235-2300

BEAUTIFUL 7 month-,
male Boxer 489-2664.

Rental Assistance
Application
Calloway County

Rent Assistance Applications are now being accepted
from very low income families and elderly and handicapped individuals. Contact the Purchase Area
Housing Corporation at P.O.
Box 588, Mayfield, KY
42066, (502/247-7171) or
753-8325 for eligibility
guidelines and application materials.
MIA 1111111•11
•••••••••••••

JUST right for growing fa
ily1 Attractive home,
acres, northern Hen
County, Tn. Must see
appreciate
(901)247-5547.

SECLUDED 3 bedroc
ranch, 10 minutes fro
LBL Boat ramp acceE
central AC/ heat 4 mili
east of Hardin off Hwy 8
Must sell! $31,50.
354-9190.

SPUT Level Brick Hom
Under construction in
Benton subdivision. 3 be
rooms, 2'4 baths, utit
room, unfinished den, gi
age, beautiful wooded k
David Fielder, home bu
der, 527-1705.

ELECT

JOHN
MILLI

CALLOWAY CC
CORONEF

* Qualified'Dedic
Experienced
Paid for by Cand

Please Vote

1 LOT With 2 Houses. 1
brick, 1 frame, in town.
753-0955.

d60

GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756 Clean, new,
modern faciltiy The ultimate for all your pet's
grooming needs

M-FARMALL Tractor 3
point hitch, remole, hydrolic Call 437-4940

• Air/LINES
•CRUISE 1.114LS
•TRAVEL AGENCIES

300

1004 MAIN 5 rooms, 1
bath, carpeted, freezer
stove, refrigerator, central
H/A, $300, $300 deposit
759-1265 after 4p.m

2 BEDROOM,2 bath apartment Central H/A, water
200
and appliances furnished,
Sports
washer & dryer hook-up,
Equipment
adults only, no pets
BASEBALL pants a " 753-3949
Faye's, youth sizes only
$8 50 Faye's, 514 Main,
Murray

WELL established 15 year
old ianiton elearung business a
epment for
sale Gr sed $42,000 in
1 988
4 7- 13 2 7 or
247-8316

Train for Careers In

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned.
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.

Houses
For Rent

AKC .wpite German Shepard Puppies Males and
females, wormed, $150
each 753-4742 evenings

640 FORD tractor, 5' wood
cutter 753-5463 or
753-0144

ito

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Real
Estate

340

2 BEDROOM Duplex Nice,
central H/A, W/D hook-up,
Northwood, available now
Westwood, available in
July. Coleman RE
753-9898

BEAUTY Shop and equipment, moveable building
Call 6 7p m 489-2818

4

280

320

15s

Homes
For Sale

d30

150

Business
Opportunity

HEALTH INSURANCE

Call us today for a Price
and Benefit Quote.

Poraporo Si+

P4•01

190

100

kistructlea

If it has anything to do with Major Medical
Insurance, Medicare Supplement Insurance, or Nursing Home Insurance, we write
it and one of our companies writes more
Individual Guaranteed Renewable Health
Insurance than any A+Best rated Company
in America.
We represent 9 "A" Excellent and "A+"
Superior Best rated companies to offer you
the best possible rate and benefits.

WE buy scrap aluminum,
copper, brass and aluminum cans. Call l3alcan Recycling @ 753-0338

HOUSE Trailer: 12x60, 2
bedrooms, appliances, utility pole, $2,500 759-4805
or 753-8430

Nursing Home

•SECRETARY
-EXECUTIVE SEC
.WORD PROCESSOR

OLAN Mills has several immediate openings for telephone sales people No
experience necessary
Also need someone for
light delivery work. Apply
to Donna Rice at The Murray Plaza Court Motel in
Murray on Monday, May 22
from 5-9p m and Tues- Fri
9a m -lp m and 5-9p.m.
EOE.

2 BEDROOM Duplex Carport extra nice, behind
Cain's Jeep Eagle, $3001
month.deposit 753-4487

COPPER aluminum, stainless and radiators Top
prices Open weekends
Cash 753-0467

-FINANCIAL AID AVAL.
•J011 PLACEMENT ASSIST

LARGE, large large 1.010C
of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery Acree Portable Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
502-247-7831
Don

Train to be a ProkosoIonal

NEEDED A 'Charles In
Charge" to supervise 2
children- a boy, 12 a girl 9.
starting June 5 Call for
more into 759-9812 after
5p m

.160

Pets
& Supplies

NTERESTED in a career
n dog training? Register
now for summer courses at
the Institute of Canine
Technology & Education
AIR conditioned upstairs 3
Major instructor is a profesroom, furnished apartment,
sional educator and inter
MANURE sold by the truck partial utilities paid
nationally know dog trainer
1-395-5285
load or bag Will deliver
(502)436-2858
753-8372
APARTMENT For Rent
McCLURE'S Tropical Fish,
SHARP Copiers & FAX Ma- Central heat and air, ap- located
next to Bunny
pliances
chines For sales, service.
quiet area, ideal Bread
at
622 South 4th
supplies or rental call for retired or single person, Street,
invites you to try our
$300/ month 753-8096 or
1-800-248-4319
Spence Diet dog and cat
753-2633
foods
Telephone
FURNISHED 1 Bedroom 759-9513
270
Apartments 1 small- 1
REGISTERED 3 year old
Mobile
large, $150 & $175/ month.
female Golden Retriever,
Homes For Sale
close to campus, nice
$75 Registered female
14x70 CENTRAL heat & clean 753-7276
brindle Border Collie, 6
air, 2 bedrooms, living LARGE 7 room apartment, months old, $100
room, kitchen, utility room, unfurnished Also 1 & 2 759-1276
bath, carport' 753-2644, bedrooms, furnished
753-8744, 753-3855.
Lease and deposit re1984 BROADMORE 2 quired 1604 Miller
bedroom, 1 bath, 14x54, 2 753-0932, 753-5898
large decks, all electric, NICELY furnished 1 or 2 STRAWBER
RIES! Walcentral air and heat, A-1 bedroom apartments lo- lace's U -Pick
Picking
Fox
Meadows. cated near campus Also hours Tuesday, Thursday,
(618)949-3866
Houses For Rent near cam- Saturday 7a m -7p m
pus Nice, quiet locations, Monday, Wednesday, FriCLAYTON 82: 14x60, 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, central one 4-5 bedroom, one 3 day 4.30p.m -7p m Sunheat & air, range, ceiling bedroom 753-0606 nights, day 1-5p m Location
North 16th & Poor Farm
fan, cathedral ceiling, built- 753-6111 days
in microwave and stereo, NOW renting 1 and 2 bed- Road, Phone 753-0195
underpinning. All in excel- room apartments. College Price: 50e quart or $1 quart
picked.
lent condition. Call after Farm Apartments
5p.m. 382-2867.
753-3530 after 3p m

e)1'•
;it'dgf

EOE StiF

380
Apartments
For Rent

scoolaneous

Accepting applications for Nurses
Aides. 3-11 shift
and 11-7 shif
S3.50/hour plus 20e
per hour shift differential.
Apply at:
West View

EARN MONEY Reading
books' $30.000i year income potential Details (1)
805-687-6000 Ext PART-TIME Receptionist
/
Y-10706
Typist: For physician's offarming equipEXPERIENCED BODY fice, approximately 20
ment, alum. sidMAN: Any type of car or hours/ week, but must be
ing,
houses,
light truck Full-time posi- flexible Send resume to•
campers, etc.
tion available June 1. Sal- P0 Box 1040-E.
ary based on experience PART-TIME office Apply in
* LOW PRICES*
Send responses to: P 0 person at Murray Supply
Call After 5:30 p.m.
Box 1040-F, Murray
Company, May 24 & 25
EXPERIENCED beauty or from 1-Sp m.
barber hair stylists to work
ALL Waverly & Schhuma- in college atomosphere PERMANENT Positions
Available Over the road
cher wallcoverings 30% off
Call 753-2709
drivers needed, minimum 3
Terry's Paint & Decorating.
Southside Shopping Cen- FEDERAL Jobs Earn years experience Call for
$19,654 to 72.500 a year appointment
ter, 753-3321
All
occupations (901)642-0308
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint, (717)327-5341 Dept
RN Full-time RN apply at
5 gal can $2999 Get at EB-64
Tennessee State Home
Black's Decorating Center,
FEDERAL, state and civil Health Services, Watson
701 S 4th St. Murray
service jobs Now hiring Building, P 0 Box 336
HOST (Dry) Carpet Your area $13,550 to Dover, Tennessee 37058
Cleaner, the professional $59 480 immediate open- (615)232-5050
way to dry clean carpet ings Call 1-315-733-6062
yourself Rent the easy-to- ext eF2558
Full time produce
use Host machine at
person needed.
HELP
care
for healthy elBlack's Decorating Center.
Apply
in person.
701 South 4th Street, Mur- derly lady Pleasant country home Room, board and
ray, Ky 753-0839
salary Answer to P 0 Box
Food Market
1040-C, Murray
Lease For Less Al
DWAIN TAYLOR
IMMEDIATE OPENING
CHEVROLET
Day or afternoon shift for SHONEY'S Inn Accepting
1989 Blazei 5378.90mo'
MT or MLT Competitive applications for front desk
Call Gene at 753-2617
salary and benefits Submit and housekeeping. Please
Plus Tax, Title & Lic.nise
application/ resume to: Per- apply in person.
48 Mo. Closed End Lease,
sonnel, Marshall County WAITRESS and
kitchen
Hospital, 503 George McCCall
FATHER'S Day Special' laine Drive, Benton, KY help needed
436-5496 for appointment.
8mm film transferred to 42025.
video tape Only 6c per foot
WORK from home $60 per
LOCAL retail store is seekwith this ad! Expires June
100 preparing mail Inforing an ambitious, enthu18 Call Donna Darnell
mation send stamp to K.S.
siastic person to fill a fullVideo Production SpecialEnterprises, P 0 Box
time assistant manager's
ties 759-9246
5157-NW, Hillside, NJ
position. We offer an exc:rk,
07205.
ing career in men's and
women's
fashions
RetailHEALTH
ego
ing experience and good
INSURANCE SALES
sSituatIon
customer serivce are esWanted
The health insurance
sential. Attractive salary
business is good. We
and benefits package of- ARE you looking for deoffer a high-quality infered. Send resume and
pendable care with somecover letter to P0 Box one who offers lots of love,
dividual line with a very
687, Murray, KY 42071.
competitive price.
home cooked meals,
Full-time and brokerNEED 3 ladies to work flexi- snacks, experience, referage available in the
ble hours, part-time or full- ences? Call me 437-4678
Bowling Green Area
time Can earn $10-$20 per I will stay with sick or elderly
hour. For interview send at home or hospital Have
Must have A&H and
name and phone number references and experience
Life license. Call. 1to P 0 Box 252 Murray, Call 753-4590 for more
800-456-4277.
KY 42071
information

LOST Male Paesett in the
South Pleasant Grove
area Please call 492 8894
or 753-1625

240

CL1

2 BEDROOM older home in
town, gas heat, partial
basement, unfinished upstairs, $19,500 Coleman
R E 753-9898
3 BEDROOM home in
country. 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs, large living
room and dining room.
Central gas heat and air. 12
miles east of Murray
$50,000_ Call 753-1203.
3 BEDROOM house in
country priced in lower
$20s 753-9866
3 BEDROOMS with sunken
living room, 2 bedroom with
bath upstairs, 1 bedroom
with bath downstairs, 2/
1
2
car garage Also, 2 adjoining apartments with appliances, one with 2 bedrooms, one 1 bedroom effincy Located 3 blocks
front-'university, 1 block
from grade school.
753-7908 after 8p m , anytime weekends.
3 BEDROOMS, plenty of
extras, neat brick haus!)
located in excellent neigh='
borhood 2 baths, 2 car
garage, central gas heat
and air, built in heated pool
with complete system
1725 Keenland Dr ,
759-9579
BY Builder Must see this
new beautiful 3 bedroom,
quality built home on 3
acres, 5 minutes from town
Greg Mayall 753-7617,
Charles Jennings
753-8673

ma: •

Robert for
0. Miller
County Attorney
11

-ostetts
Paid for by Patricia Marton Miller - Treasu(er

NURSING INSTRUCTOR
The rapidly growing Pennyrile Regional
Associate Degree Nursing Program offers full-time teaching positions. Responsibilities in this innovative quality nursing
program include teaching continuing edu-cation, student guidance and advising..,
Clinical affiliation -includes a 401 bed
regional teaching and referral hospital. A
M.S.N. with community college experience is preferred. A 12 month annual
appointment beginning in August offers a:
salary dependent upon qualifications with
generous benefits and vacation plan. Application deadline is May 30th for this
teaching position at Madisonville Community College. The ongoing commitment, to expand the nursing program,
offers you progressive teaching methods
augmented by the challenge of the current
nursing shortage. Send resume to: Dr.
James Kerley, Madisonville Community College, University Circle, Madisonville, KY 42431. EOE-AAE.

AUCTION
Thursday, May 25, 1989
5:30 p.m. - Rain or Shine
Seavers & Williamson
Tile - Plastering Co.
113 North 13th Street
Mayfield, Kentucky
1975 GMC Pickup Truck • 1973 Ford Pickup
Truck • 20-5' Scaffolds • 4-4' Scaffolds •
Several Scaffold Casters & Levelers• Several
A-Frame Jack Scaffolds • Tile Saws • Tile
Cutters•Tile Setting Frames• Mortor Mixer•
Mortor Boxes • Wheelbarrows • Plaster
Finishing Machine Blower • Stone Verneering Forms • Drills • Bolt Cutters • Pipe
Wrenches • Ram Set Tool • Ladders • Metal
Studs & Track • Numerous Lots Of Ceramic
Tiles and Furnishings • Woods Office Chair
& Desk • File Cabinet • Misc. Items •

EXECUTIVE

Housing Author
tucky is acceptip
position of Exec
rent Director is rE
Will be respon:
nistration of the
220 unit comple)
direction of the
Board of Commi
by the Mayor. R,
position are: (1',
college or univ
Administration, F
closely related fi(
years of manage
or any equival(
training and exp
vides the requirE
and abilities. Sal,
qualifications. SE
by May 26th to:
ing Authority of
Box 765, Fultor
The Housing Aut
Equal Opportun

Tuesday

* BIl
Count

RETIRING AFTER 40
YEARS OF BUSINESS!!
TERMS: Complete Settlement Day of Sale!!

James I?. Cash
The Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker
Fancy Farm, Kentucky
502-623-8466 or 502-623-6388

Nple

--Nn
melas
ia
00
001.

--FOR SALE-1982 Buick Regal - New tires, new battery, must
see to appreciate, power, air cond., T-top, call
753-8200 or can be seen at 1611 Main St.,
Murray, Ky. Best offer.
4
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Homes
For Sale

JUST right for growing tam 0)1 Attractive home, 3
acres, northern Henry
County, Tn. Must see to
appreciate
(901)247-5547

LOVELY Redwood Home:
Lekeview with lake access,
beautifully landscaped, 3
bedrooms, 2./, baths, master bath has mcuzzi, greatroom has wet bar. appliances. washer & dryer,
many more extras Call
436-2371

SECLUDED 3 bedroom
ranch, 10 minutes from
LBL. Boat ramp access,
central AC/ heat. 4 miles
east of Hardin off Hwy 80
Must sell! $31.500
354-9190.
SPUT Level Brick Home
Under construction in nice
Benton subdivision. 3 bedrooms, 25 baths, utility
room, unfinished den, garage, beautiful wooded lot.
David Fielder, home builder, 527-1705.

1988 GOLDWING Charcoal color, fully dressed,
stereo, intercom, matching
helmets, beautiful and new,
$9,500 firm. 753-9514
8a m.-5p.m.

QUALITY energy efficient
brick home on 2 acres,
central heat & air, cablevision, 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, ATV parts, accessories,
family room, outside stor- tires & service for all
age, well landscaped with brands! Keith's Lawn &
garden spots, fruits, deck, Tractor, Industrial Rd., Murpatio, paved drrve. Located ray 759-9831
6 miles from town off 121
North on paved road
COME see the world's
$45,000. Shown by appointment only. 753-6825 most innovative line of Polaris ATVs! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray 759-9831

ELECT

JOHNNY
MILLER

Auto
SONIC*11
IMPORT Auto Salvage:
New & used parts, MonSat 8a m -5p.m 474-2325.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
CORONER

.185

'Qualified'Dedicated *
Experienced

Auto
Parts

Paid for by Candidate

TRANSMISSION: Turbo
350 out of a 1973 Chevrolet, excellent condition,
$100. 436-2519.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:The
Housing Authority of Fulton, Kentucky is accepting applicants to fill the
position of Executive Director. Current Director is retiring after 26 years.
Will be responsible for the administration of the Housing Authority's
220 unit complex and will work at the
direction of the Housing Authority
Board of Commissioners, appointed
by the Mayor. Requirements for the
position are: (1) a degree from a
college or university in Business
Administration, Political Science or a
closely related field or(2) at least five
years of management administration
or any equivalent combination of
training and experience which provides the required knowledge, skills
and abilities. Salary depending upon
qualifications. Send detailed resume
by May 26th to: Chairperson, Housing Authority of Fulton, Post Office
Box 765, Fulton, Kentucky 42041.
The Housing Authority of Fulton is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Tuesday

500
Used
Trude

Motorcycles
1982 HONDA CB-750
Custom, 16,000 miles, new
exhaust and back tire, very
sharp, $900 firm
753-1023

*

490
Used
Cam

Now it's

Taylor
Dan
ToN Fre• /800-325-3229
Chevrolet, Oldwebile,
lec. of
Ws, 171
New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Veliicles
1101-11142-31100
Hwy. 7$ W. — Paris
1968 FORD 2-door, automatic, V-8, good shape
Call after 5p m 753-5279
1974 FORD Torino: 54,000
actual miles, excellent condition, new tires, $800- 4
Goodyear used tires,
245/50 VR16, $80
753-2593.
1977 TRANS Am, brown
Monday- Friday call
753-6931 After 6p m and
Saturday call 753-4124
1978 CHEVROLET Malibu
Good dependable car,
$600 Call 753-7639
1979 BUICK Regal Reduced! 753-0035, after
5p.m. 753-5690.
1979 DATSUN B-210:
Good condition, 1 owner
759-9309 after 6p.m.
1980 DELTA Royale: All
options, new tires, wires,
V-8, high mileage, serviced
garage kept, $2,000.
437-4577 or 437-4723.
1980 MAZDA GLC, good
condition. 436-2261

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
0.4.nt Fro', G1,10 At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET. INC.
502 753 1617

1981 MAZDA 626: 4-Door,
AM/FM stereo, air conditioning, 1 owner, $1,750
Call 759-1021.

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.

1982 REGAL Summerset
Limited: Fully loaded, 1tops, extra nice. 753-0509,
759-1543.

'83 Plymouth Reliant
'82 Dodge Arles
'82 Ford Future
'80 Buick Skytark
'80 Mercury Capri
'78 Camaro Z-28
78 AMC Pacer
'78 Olds Cutlass
'76 Olds Cutlass
'75 Ford Pinto
'71 Dodge Dart

Call Samm

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

May 23rd

1982 CHEVROLET Cavalier Stationwagon, good
oondition. Call 753-3662

1983 GRAND Prix LJ:
Gray, T-tops, loaded,
51,XXX miles, $5,350. Call
753-3985
1984 CHRYSLER LAZER:
A/C, tilt, AM-FM cassette,
PS, PB. 753-4993 after
4p.m.
1984 FORD Tempo GLautomatic, air, 2 door,
60,000 miles. Call after
5P.M. 753-5279.

County Judge Executive

TOYOTA
.
freArilia-ax
515 S 12

753-4961

Vans
1985 FORD Van Custom
XL Dual aw and dual tanks,
9-passenger, $6,500
489-2841

"A New Spirit of Cooperation
And Leadership"

500
Used
Trucks
1972 CHYANNE Pick-up
350, excellent condition
753-0997 after 5p m

Paid for by the Conanettoo Ia *fact Say R. Met
suit tOth St • Hurray, KT • J. litertt Meer. TIO•eilter

1978 CHEVY Bonanza
4x4 AWFM cassette, 40
watt booster, long wheel
base, 4" lift kit, A/C, lilt
wheel, 33x124 X15 LT
mudders. $3,400 or will
consider trade for another
truck 474-8855 after 6p m

Kenneth C.

11111,1111ES
4

1975 CHEVROLET topper, 350 CID, PS, PB, AT,
AC, excellent condition,
high mileage 759-9856

1979 INTERNATIONAL
Scout II V-8 automatic, PS,
PB, air, oft, cruise, 67,000
miles, 2nd owner,$2.500 or
best oiler Real nice truckI
435-4446 7-11a m during
the week
1984 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive, short wheel
base, white good condition, 4-speed
Call
437-4092 after 4p m
510
Campers
1978 STARCRAFT 21' sel
contained tandem trave
trailer, fully equipped, ex
cellent condition, $3,975.
753-8019.
1979 28', AIR, awning, excellent condition, $5,500 or
best offer. 759-1987
24' PROWLER camper, all
extras 759-9848 after
61) m
29' AIRSTREAM Rear
bath, awning all around,
like new inside and out.
753-0114

for

MOBILE HOME Specialist- PORCHES and decks and
SHEETROCK hanging
repair, leveling, underpin- remodeling Call G & A
new or repair, 489-2117
ning set-ups, tear-downs, Construction 436-2617
WILL do plumbing installa
roofs floors plumbing, wiring, washing, hurricane WET BASEMENT" We Don & repairs All guaran
FOR most any type drive
teed. Free estimates
make wet basements dry
straps 436-5255
way white rock also any
W04* completely guaran- Phone 492-8899 or
type gravel, dirt and sand MOODY Mower Repair
teed Call or write Morgan 753-1308
call Roger Hudson, Pick-up and delivery all
Construction Company,
753-4545 or 753-6763
work guaranteed
Route 2 Box 409-A, Padu550
cah, KY 42001 or call
GENERAL Repair plumb- 753-5668
Feed
ing, roofing, tree work
NEW homes built, decks 1-442-7026
Seed
436-5895 or 436-2642
and additions Hourly or
WILL do hauling, gravel, HAY Square bales, $1 25
contract 435-4306
GUTTERING by Sears
mulch, slabs, sawdust, per bale you pick up in field
Sears residential and comdriveway white rock Cal Red Clover, Timothy and
mercial continuous gutters ROCKY COLSON Home after 6p m 753-0467
Fescue 436-5430
installed for your specifica- Repair Roofing, siding
tions Call Sears 753-2310 painting, plumbing, con •
for tree estimate
crate Free estimates Call
HAMILTON Cultured 474-2307 or 753-6973
tS
marble and tile 643 Old LAWN Mowing Service 10
Benton Rd 753-9400
years experience Any type
CUSTOM cams CABINETS
CuSTON WOODWORKING
HANDYMAN carpentry, of lawn care 436 2744 or
All Types Of:
masonry, painting, electri- 436-5211
Custom Woodworking
cal. Quality work for a good SEWING Machine Repair
price. 753-8372.
All makes and models,
HOUSECLEANING! Will home and industry Call
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
do basics and even win- KErnneth Barnhill,
'Drop by- I. see our showroom
dows Reasonable rates. 753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
409 SUNEILOR -MURR A Y -1Bettond Bur
. •
Stella,
Ky
Call 753-6942
INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate.
LAWN mowing and trimming, large or small
435-4447 or 436-2331

with trailor, $1,250. MITCHELL PAVING 30
753-9371
years experience. Hauling/
1979 MERCURY Motor. excavating, seal coating
70HP, power trim, stainless and striping. For estimate
steel prop, excellent condi- call Rocky, Guy, or R.B.
tion. 753-9382 after 5p.m. 753-1537.
PLUMBING repairman with
530
same day service. Call
Servkes
436-5255.
Offered
A-1 TREE Service- Your
pro service with 35 years
experience. Topping removal, stump removal,
spraying and feeding. Free
estimates. 753-0906.

your sealing, paving, hauling. Free estimates
753-0659
BREAKING and discing
gardens and yard landscaping. Bush hogging,
leveling driveways and
buildings flower beds.
436-5430 or 753-0659.
CONCRETE driveways,
slabs and blockwork Tipton 759-9731

DUANE & Tracy Hauling
Service. We will load, haul
and pay dumping fees Will
go anywhere Call anytime
753-0820

Service*
Offered

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

USED EQUIPMENT- 2500
watt generator, 20'
Carefree awning, Reese & LEVELING, tilling, mulchEasy Lift hitches and sway ing, landscappi
ng.
controls, other misc trailer 753-2555.
equipment. 753-0114.
LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial.
ri2n
Air conditioning. Sales and
Boats
service. Gas installation
& Motors
and repair for natural and
14 ALUMINUM boat, 20HP LP. Fred's Repair
electric start, trolling motor 753-7203.
and locator. Trailer with
LICENSED electrician
custom cover. 354-8586.
James Gallimore electrical
17' RASCAL Sailboat. Call service. Commercial and
753-8494 or 753-0375
residential. Fast, courteous
18' BUCKANEER Sailboat serlIce. 759-1835.

DOZER Work. Madding
Excavation 247-5188,
247-5265 or 247-9946.

49S

510

Serakes
Offered

1985 BUICK Century Lim
ited - 66,000 miles, loaded, APPLIANCE REPAIR. We
$5,500 or best offer May Service: dishwashers, disbe seen at 1109 Chestnut posals, ranges, ovens, re(Carquest)or call 753-8311 frigerators, washers &
days or 753-2926 nights. dryers Service on most
makes and models. G.E.
1985 MAZDA 626 LX: Mar- factory trained. The Apoon, 1 owner, all options, pliance Works, Dr. Rob Ma$6200. 753-6125 or son Rd., Hwy 783,
753-2615
753-2455.
1986 DODGE Aries with APPLIANCE SERVICE.
AM/FM cassette, A/C, Kenmore, Westinghouse,
cruise, sharp car. Make an Whirlpool. 29 years experioffer. 759-1452
ence. Parts and service,
1987 LIGHT blue Pontiac Used Appliances. Bobby
Bonneville, loaded, like Hopper, 753-4872 or
new, 45,000 miles. $9000. 436-5848.
436-5463.
ATKINS Painting: Free es1987 PONTIAC Grand Am timates with over 20 years
LE' AM/FM stereo, tilt experience Call 437-4221
wheel, PW. Day 753-0632, after 5p.m
after 5p.m 753-3506.
BOGARD Paving: For all

Rent A Car
From Us At

* BILLY MILLER *

15
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SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric. For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113.
SIRESS Roofing. Free estimates. Guaranteed work.
15 years experience
437-4752.
SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates. No obligations
753-5484.

CHARMING COLONIAL!
Totally remodeled four bedroom,two bath home at
a bargain price. Central heat and air. Just reduced
to only $57,500! Call 753-1222.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

Please

TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
installed- phones movedresidence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220

VOTE
RON
CHRISTOPHER

TREE Service Cut or trim
before property damage
12 years experience
753-8550 after 5p m
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15; most repairs
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, 753-0530

753.1222

Calloway County
Attorney

Nlic4‘

I'll Get The lob Done!
Paid Far By Candidata

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Police
91 1

911

.voe Murray
Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Phone
Attlialue
Murray, Ky
753-2571
=
•••••,;•••9I

RANDY THORNTON H ATIN
8 AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Iran* and CarrItor dealor
for soles and tor/rice In Murray
and Calloway County.
$02 Chrostnut,

MANS
ii,••••••qww.

Murray-Made Windows — Siding-Fencing
Downspouts & Gutters — Shutters
Aluminum Siding — Solar Screens
Call Us Today/
c
a
,OARRI AlIiIVS A 4 S.VX 1411S
121 By-Peas

753-5131

753-9841

Center Or otf 641 N
lEtehind old Boston Tea Party)
M-F 8-5
•Sirnulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes 'Stick on body side molding
•Lug.a.• racks •Truck rails and tail* te guards

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952
HOLLAND TIRE
Specializing in
Performer GT Radial
Raised White Letter Tires
Corm,of East Main & Industrial Rd.

753-5606

To place your ad in
the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

Property Valuation
Administrator
„

489-2470
Greg's Vinyl Tops

753-8407

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

FAMILY Lawn Care Now in
it's 2nd years Specializing in
lawn maintenance, including hedges and shrubbery
Also hauling Now serving
county and aty 10% off for
Senior Citizens Call now
for dependable service
Free estimates 492-8838

Randy Neale
Backhoe Service

n ••

753-8181

Poison Control
753-7588

ELECTRICIAN Quality
work at a price you can
afford 24 hour service No
charge service call Ru
nyon Electric Service
759-9682

A

Ma&

Experienced
Qualified
Fair
Proven
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Mrs. Clara Paschall
Mrs. Clara Paschall, 97, Rt. 4,
Murray, died Saturday at 7 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home. Her
husband, Leonard Paschall, died
Sept 30, 1965, and one son, Alton
Paschall, died Feb. 16, 1987.
Born Aug. 25, 1891, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Illylor Rose and Margaret
Miller Rose. She also was preceded
in death by one sister, Mrs. Pat
Paschall, and two brothers, Richard
Rose and William Taylor Rose.
Mrs. Paschall was the oldest
member of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church and had been a member
there for 84 years.
She is survived by one son, Billy

Herman K. Wicker

NI. Paschall and,ruife, Frances, and
a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Velma Paschall, R. 4, Murray; six grandchildren, Mark Paschall, Mitch Paschall, Margaret Lamb, Meleah
Hacker, Steve Paschall and Bobby
Paschall; 10 great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. Eddie Young
and the Rev. Terry Sills are officiating. Music is by Sinking Spring
Church Choir.
Pallbearers are Ed Asbridge,
Darrell Clark, Robert Glen Clark,
Joe Fridy, Coffield Vance and Ray
Sims. Burial will follow in Sinking
Spring Cemetery.

Obid D. Burkeen
The funeral for Obid D. Burkeen
was Sunday-at 3 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Eulas Greer officiated.
Music was by Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church Choir.
Pallbeaercrs were Tim Weatherford, Dwain Bell, Johnny Burkeen,
Kevin Burkeen, Kenneth Burkeen
and Jerry West Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Burkeen, 69, Rt. 1, Almo,
died Friday at 1:35 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home. He was born
Feb. 2, 1920 at Dexter.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Dorothy Tabers Burkeen; three

sons, Johnny Burkeen, Santa Claus,
Ind., Ronnie Burkeen, Rt. I, Almo,
and David Burkeen, Crisney, Ind.;
stepdaughter, Mrs. Randy (Brenda)
Lawson, Murray; two stepsons,
Rondal Collie, Dexter, and Jimmy
Collie, Benton; four sisters, Mrs.
Curtis (Nannie) Thompson, Louisville, Mrs. Joe (Corky) Carrigan,
Atchinson, Kan., Mrs. J.B. (Alice)
Bell, Rt. 3, Murray, and Mrs. Harry
(Nina) Brewer, Clarksville, Tenn.;
five brothers, John Grogan, Hardin,
Robert and Frank Burkeen, Rt. 3,
Murray, and Charlie Burkeen and
Larry Weatherford, Rt. 5, Murray;
six grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

Herman K. Wicker, 68, of 208
North Eighth St., Murray, died
today at 6:24 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was retired from Murray
Division of Tappan Company, and
was now a custodian at Robertson
Elementary School. He was a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 22, 1920, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Henry Herbert Wicker and Ida Mae
Rowland Wicker. His first wife,
Mrs. Mary Brown Steele Wicker,
died in 1960.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Sue
Carraway Wicker; half sister, Thelma B. Wicker, Murray; stepdaughter, Mrs. Carolyn McCrady and

Mrs. Rhoda
Smith Morefield
Funeral rites for Mrs. Rhoda
Smith Morefield were Saturday at
10 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Aubert Rose officiated and Mrs.
Oneida White was organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were Edwin Williamson, Billy Ray Smith, Jeffrey
Smith, Richard Reed, Jimmy Bazzell and Terry Rudd. Burial was in
Waller Cemetery in Marshall
County.
Mrs. Morefield, 83, died Thursday at West View Nursing Home.

Mrs. Vida Parrish Smith
Mrs. Vida Parrish Smith, 94, of
711 Payne St., Murray, died today
at 3:15- a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Her husband,
Oren B. Smith, died July 4, 1987.
She was a retired school teacher
and a member of the Church of
Christ. Born Sept. 15, 1895, in
Dresden, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Benjamin Parrish and Emma EdmAils Parrish.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.

Eva Parham, Dresden, Tenn.; four
nieces, Blanche Tuck, Sylva Atkins, Annie Woodbridge and Betty
Austin; two nephews, Joe Richardson and Paul Parham.
Graveside rites will be Tuesday
at 11 a.m. at Lebanon Cemetery in
Weakley County, Tenn. Wayne
Williams will officiate.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
today (Monday) at Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.

Mrs. Oma Mae Rea
Final rites for Mrs. Oma Mae
Rea were today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Glynn Orr officiated and Mrs. Oneida White was
organist.
Pallbearers were Bob, James and

Teddy Rogers, Herman Litchfield,
Danny Henley and Don Stewart.
Burial was in Sinking Spring
Cemetery.
Mrs. Rea, 67, died Friday at 6
a.m. at her home at Holland, Ohio.

Mrs. Elsie
Graham
Services for Mrs. Elsie Graham
were today at 11:30 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Lester Butler officiated and Mrs. Gina Brandon was
organist.
Pallbearers were Paul Hopkins,
Martin Bailey Jr., James Dale Miller, Joe Walker, Larry Gilbert and
William B. Miller. Burial was in
Coles Camp Ground Cemetery.
Mrs. Graham, 92, Rt. 8, Murray,
died Saturday at 5 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors are a half sister, Mrs.
Iva Campbell, Paducah; half
brother, Earl Dishrnan, Paducah;
several nieces and nephews including Mrs. Milton (Grace) Walston,
Rt. 8, Murray.

Mrs. Cosy Myers

husband, Bob, Calvert City; two
stepsons, Tommy Carraway and
wife, Peggy, Rt. 1, Murray, and
Sodie Carraway, Boulder, Colo.;
cousin, Mrs. Noble Bray, Murray;
four stepgrandchildren, Michael
Purvis and Jason Carraway, Boulder, Karen Carraway, Nashville,
Tenn., and Tina Hatch, Calvert
City;. two stepgreat-grandchildren,
Adam and Summer Hatch.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. Tuesday at the funeral home.

Mrs. Cosy Myers, 93, of 520
South Seventh St., Murray, died
Sunday at 12:20 a.m. at West View
Nursing Home. Her husband, Gary
Myers, died in September 1968.
She was a member of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church. Born Oct.
IS, 1895, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late William Miles and Malinda Galloway
Miles.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Kenneth (Lila) Workman, Concord,

Thank You

\J‘crosernew

You're Never
Too Old To
Hear Better.
Chicago, 111.-A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest hearing
aid Beltone has ever developed
will be given absolutely free to
anyone requesting it.
It's yours for the asking,
so send for it now. It is not a
real hearing aid, but it will
show you how tiny hearing
help can be. The actual aid
weighs less than an eighth of
an ounce, and it fits completely into the ear canal.
These models are free, so
we suggest you write for yours
now. Again, there is no cost,
and certainly no obligation.
Although a hearing aid may
not help everyone, more and
more people with hearing
losses are being helped. For
your free sample send your
name, address, and phone
number today to: Department
89905, Beltone Electronics
Corporation, 4201 West Victoria Street, Chicago, Illinois
60646.

Please accept my sincere gratitude for the many kindnesses
you have shown me and my family during my campaign.
I again pledge to you that!will be a firm and fair Jailer. I will
work hard to make our community the very best it can be.
Again I ask for your support and your vote on May 23rd.
Thanks again,

F.

Jim, Joetta
Benji and Abby

,.
.,

TAt

Candidate for Jailer

Paid for by Caadidate

BUILDING SITES
Open - Wooded - Scenic
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney
"A PRIVATE COMMUNITY

o 0-

This
Weeks
Special

Large Hamburger,
French Fries
& Med. Drink

'239

Special Good thru May 27
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

A Message From

The

Kelly's

Calif.; two sons, Covel Myers,
Paducah, and Rex Myers, Palm
Coast, Fla.; six grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Ralph McConnell and the Rev.
John Pippin will officiate. Burial
will follow in Sinking Spring
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
Tuesday at the funeral home.

Ronnie
Jackson
Property Valuation Administrator
Candidate
Tomorrow is Election D4y., Have you chosen your PVA candidate?

Consider this...
PM

The office of property valuation is responsible, through assessment administration, for the local funding of all local agencies,
school districts, county government and city of Murray.

•

amtly....

Do you want an administrator...

and I are committed to the progress of Calloway County
and are interested in making Murray and Calloway
County a better place to live. Many of you have supported me throughout my lifetime with your friendships. I
now ask your support for the office of Calloway County
Judge Executive. I have enjoyed meeting you and talking
with you about your problems and needs. Many of these
issues need our immediate attention. Please vote for me
for your next County Judge Executive. I will be honest,
hard working and represent you with pride and dignity."

#4 On The Ballot

Please Vote

JIM

.
KELLY
COUNTY JUDGE EXECUTIVE
Paid for by Vickie Travis. Treasurer

*Who will protect your confidential records?
*Who will lead and work with his staff to listen and respond to your
request and needs?
*Who has demonstrated a knowledge of assessment administration?
*Who will file his reports in a timely manner?
*Who will work hard to improve services to both city and county
governments and property owners?
*Who will endeavor to maintain gquatable values of all property in
all sections of the county.
*Who will conduct this important office in the same manner he has
always conducted bis personal business with courtesy. integrity,
honesty and hard work.

-- The Choice Is Clear -Consider the rest - then vote for the best.
VOTE

RONNIE JACKSON
PROPERTY VALUATION ADMINISTRATOR
#3 On The Ballot
Thank-You,
Ronnie Jackson
Paul far by Ronnie Jackson for F'VA. Panne Jackson. Treasurer

